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Royal’s Overture patio
door was one item on display at the recent
International Builders’ show.
For more news
and photos
from
the
event
see
page 22.

22 Trends from IBS

Optimism reigned at the recent International Builders’
Show. If you missed the event, here are the latest
products and trends from this year’s show.
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Call your GED Sales Representative today for more information.
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AAMA ANALYSIS
dlewis@aamanet.org

Celebratory Milestone
25 Years of Material-Neutrality
BY
rguably one of this industry’s
historic achievements has
been the development of a
material-neutral, performance-based
approach to standards, enabling window specification without sorting
through prescriptive material-related
parameters. The first result of this
effort appeared in 1988, when the
publication of ANSI/AAMA 101-88
combined aluminum and vinyl products under one set of requirements.
Covering 14 product operator types,
this was a great leap forward compared to the very first window standard issued in 1947, which applied
only to double-hung aluminum windows, and defined just two classes of
windows based only on size.
But, even 101-88 pales in comparison to today’s latest standard,
AAMA/WDMA/CSA
101/I.S.2/
A440-11, also known as the 2011
North
American
Fenestration
Standard/Specification for windows,
doors, and skylights (NAFS).
Referenced
in
the
2012
International Building Code (IBC)
and International Residential Code
(IRC), NAFS-11 weighs in with 36
operator types and covers all framing materials including wood and
various newer polymeric compounds such as fiberglass and cellulosic composites.
The original five performance
classes (R, LC, C, HC and AW) were
replaced by four (R, LC, CW and AW)
in the 2008 edition and remain the
same in the 2011 version. There is no
change in minimum performance
grade requirements for each class: R
(15), LC (25), CW (30), AW (40).
Highlights of the NAFS-11
changes include:
• A thorough restructuring. R and

A
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DEAN

LEWIS

LC grade windows and sliding
doors are separated from CW
and AW windows and doors into
their own sections. Side-hinged
doors of all classes and unit skywindows/tubular
lights/roof
daylighting devices (TDDs) also
have their own sections.
Five new operator types were
added:
Parallel opening window (POW),
consisting of an operable sash
that moves horizontally outward,
remaining parallel to the plane of
the frame.
Secondary storm product (SSP) –
a door, window or skylight
attached to the internal or external frame or sash of, a primary
door, window or skylight to
enhance thermal performance.
Tubular Daylighting Devices
(TDDs) were expanded to include
products for closed ceiling and for
open ceiling options.
The roof window (RW) category
has been split into two categories:
glass glazed (RWG) and plastic
glazed (RWP).
The mullion assembly (MA) category, defined as the unit formed
by joining two or more individual
fenestration units together with a
horizontal or vertical member,
was reorganized with new ratings
and designations. Combination
assemblies using mullions can be
qualified by testing as a single
combination unit or by testing as
individual units, with mullion
performance tested separately or
calculated for air, water and
structural performance in accordance with AAMA 450, Voluntary
Performance Rating Method for
Mulled Fenestration Assemblies.

>I

A more detailed comparison of
NAFS-11 with prior versions can
be viewed at www.aamanet.org
/general/1/461/nafs-overview.
• Performance classes for unit skylights were eliminated, leaving
one minimum performance
grade (30) corresponding to a
design pressure (DP) of 30 psf. The
structural test pressure is 200 percent of DP positive and 150 percent negative, with a water resistance test pressure of 4.59 psf.
• Additional requirements for lead
content in hardware. The outermost surfaces of hardware intended for repetitive touch by the consumer must be tested for the presence of lead in accordance with
ASTM E1753 (rhodizonate surface
swab test). If the hardware part is
coated, the coatings (e.g., paint,
plating, oil or clear coat) are considered the outermost surface. If
lead is indicated, the lead content
must be confirmed by either test
method A or test method B (brass
and bronze only).
• Clarification of requirements for
even or uneven split two-lite single-hung windows by incorporating Technical Interpretation
(TI) 08-03.
Clearly, the growing breadth and
depth of product materials, configurations and performance parameters has both challenged and benefitted our industry for decades and
if anything, the pace seems to be
accelerating.
❙
Dean Lewis serves as educational and
technical information manager for the
American Architectural Manufacturers
Association in Schaumburg, Ill.
www.dwmmag.com
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TREND TRACKER
mcollins@buildingia.com

Adding It Up
A Recap of M&A Activity
BY
e have found over the
years that monitoring
activity in the door and
window industry in the areas of
mergers and acquisitions (M&A)
transactions, plant expansions,
plant closures and business bankruptcies provides helpful insights
into the health and direction of the
industry. In order to capture the
pace of the U.S. market, the data
presented below include plant
expansions and/or bankruptcies
by a U.S. company or M&A transactions where the buyer, the seller
or both are U.S. companies.
Transactions include sales of entire
companies or significant portions
of a company, such as an entire
product line. Additionally, if a company with five manufacturing
plants goes bankrupt, that is
counted as a bankruptcy but not as
five plant closures. In this way, the
plant closure data measure the
desire of ongoing companies to
increase or decrease their manufacturing capacity and are not distorted by business failure statistics.

W

MICHAEL

COLLINS

M&A Activity
Figure 1 illustrates M&A transactions in the door and window industry between 2000 and 2012, a period
that saw 337 such transactions or
about 26 per year. Of these, 75 percent were undertaken by companies
already operating in the door and
window industry, referred to as
strategic buyers. The remaining 25
percent were undertaken by financial
acquirers, typically private equity
(PE) funds. Transactions by PE buyers tend to ebb and flow based on the
perceived strength of the industry at
any given time and the availability of
debt to finance their acquisitions.
Thus, 2004 and 2007 were strong
years for PE buyers since the market
seemed strong in those years and
debt was plentiful. In recent years, PE
buyers have waned because of the
uncertain outlook for door and window manufacturers and the reticence of lenders to back acquisitions
of building products companies.
Anecdotal evidence suggests that the
key industry data that are beginning
to turn upward have attracted the

Figure 1:
U.S. Door and Window M&A Transactions (2001-2012)
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attention of PE buyers once again.
Dozens of such groups are enticed by
the size of the industry and the fact
that a sleeping giant is awakening,
providing compelling opportunities.

Expansions and Closings
Figure 2 highlights the plant
expansion and plant closure activity
in the U.S. between 2006 and 2012.
That period began with the opening
of plants that were conceived and
executed based on market strength
that was fading by the time of the
ribbon cutting. In the middle of that
period, the uncertainty of the market drove huge numbers of plant
closures, which have subsided in
the last several years. Interestingly,
we have tracked 85 plant expansions from 2006 to 2012. During the
same period, we are aware of 86
plant closures. These plants were
dispersed across the full size range,
indicating that the industry managed to wring out as much plant
capacity in the bust period as had
been created in the boom.
The most notable aspect of the
recent expansion activity is that in
2012, it finally began to increase
again after bottoming in 2010 and
2011. The latter was somewhat of an
echo year of the high number of closures in 2008 and 2009. Companies
may have applied bandaids to problems in hopes that the recovery
would solve the rest. When the
recovery eluded us again that year,
many threw in the towel and 2011
saw a little more than one closure
per month. That trend reversed itself
and, in 2012, there were only four
manufacturing plants shuttered.
continued on page 8
www.dwmmag.com
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Royal Building Products // Window & Door Profiles is North
America’s leader in vinyl profile extrusions serving the
residential home improvement and construction markets.
The Royal Window & Door product line is marketed through
OEM Window & Door Fabricators. RWDP seeks to
differentiate from other extrusion
suppliers through a value-added strategy
that includes product mix (Custom and
Platform Window Profiles, Patio Doors,
Trim Systems and Color Solutions)
innovation, quality and service.

Window Profiles

Patio Doors

Trim Systems

Color Solutions

An Axiall Company

71 Royal Group Crescent, Woodbridge, ON L4H 1X9
1.866.852.2791
www.royalbuildingproducts.com • rwdp@royalbuildingproducts.com

facebook.com/royalbuildingproducts

twitter.com/royalBP

linkedin.com/company/royal-building-products

youtube.com/user/royalbuildingproduct
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TREND TRACKER

continued

Closures and Bankruptcies

In the case of business closures,
the trend to watch is what happens
to companies after they declare
bankruptcy or close abruptly. In
2008 and 2009, 20 of the 30 companies that closed were liquidated at
auction. This means those businesses were so fundamentally broken
that the market placed a higher
value on the separate pieces of
equipment than on the ongoing
entity, customer lists, goodwill, etc.
In frank discussions with potential
buyers of such businesses, it is very
common for them to say that they

Outright business closures and
bankruptcies soared in 2008, the
first year that statistics about such
events in the door and window
industry were meaningful. As may
be seen in Figure 3, some 18 companies closed or declared bankruptcy
in 2008. Between 2008 and 2012, an
eye popping 41 companies closed or
went bankrupt, 30 of them in 2008
and 2009 alone. When an epidemic
of business failures sets in, it is
important to watch key underlying
trends in order to spot the recovery.

Figure 2:
US Door and Window Plant Expansions
and Closures (2008-2012)
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Figure 3:
Door and Window Bankruptcies and Closures (2008-2012)
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feel they will end up with the troubled company’s customers through
market competition. If they are correct in these situations, they are able
to take over the business without the
expense and risk of actually purchasing the company. If a competitor buys the distressed company,
however, there is a strong chance
that the buyer will end up retaining
a meaningful portion of the customer base. Dealers will tend to stay
with a buyer that honors all or part
of the failed company’s warranties,
regardless of whether they legally
assumed this liability in the acquisition. The fact tha t buyers began to
place a higher value on companies
as an ongoing entities is illustrated
in the sharp decline in the number
of companies being liquidated. In
2012, all three companies that
closed were purchased intact by a
single buyer soon thereafter.
We would expect to see a continuation of the primary trends discussed above in 2013. Plant closures
will likely remain at a very low level.
Companies needing to expand after
years of under investment will drive
steady or increasing plant expansion numbers. Finally, many strategic buyers and private equity funds
have indicated to us they are
strongly seeking acquisitions of
door, window and other building
products manufacturers because
they think the overall cycle is turning up. The prevailing atmosphere
of growing earnings and continued
availability of debt will intersect
with pent up desire to sell on the
part of owners who wanted to leave
the industry three to five years ago.
All of these factors should drive
sales of door and window manufacturers in the year ahead.
❙

3
2012

>I

Michael Collins is an investment banker
and a partner in Building Industry Advisors.
He specializes in mergers and acquisitions
in the door and window industry.
www.dwmmag.com
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WDMA UPDATE
bgann@wdma.com

Still Top Priority
EPA Lead Rule Reform
BY

BEN

GANN

oth the House and Senate ing to approve an accurate lead test the lead hazards in commercial
are expected to reintroduce kit that produces no more than 10 buildings, EPA nonetheless is movlegislation early in the new percent false positives. This means ing closer to expanding the rule’s
Congress making practical reforms consumers are paying needless reach. Because lead-based paint
to the Environmental Protection additional costs for work practices can still be used in commercial and
Agency (EPA) Lead: Renovation, that are unnecessary, and provide industrial buildings, the commerRepair and Painting (LRRP) rule. no benefit but must be employed cial rule would apply to every comThe bill known as the Lead because of false positive test results. mercial building in the country
Exposure Reduction Amendments EPA’s initial estimates stated that an regardless of when it was built.
Act seeks to balance the
On December 31,
rule’s additional compliEPA opened a public
ance costs for remodel- The EPA has failed to approve an accurate lead test comment period colers and contractors with
kit that produces no more than 10 percent false lecting feedback on the
the need to protect
positives. By its own estimates, it said this would proposed expansion of
the rule. The agency
pregnant women and
reduce the rule’s cost by $400 million a year.
has requested data and
children under age six.
The legislation would revise the improved test kit would reduce the other information on whether LRRP
activities on public and commercial
LRRP rule by restoring the “opt- rule’s cost by $400 million a year.
out”
provision,
suspending
In July, an EPA Inspector General buildings might create lead-based
enforcement of the rule if EPA can- (IG) found the agency used limited paint hazards, and on appropriate
not approve a test kit meeting the data to develop its cost and benefit certification, training, and work
regulation’s requirements. This estimates for LRRP. Despite the IG’s practice requirements. The comwould provide a de minimis recommendation that EPA reexam- ment period runs through April 1,
exemption for first-time paperwork ine the costs and benefits of both 2013, and a public meeting on the
non-compliance by certified con- the 2008 rule and the 2010 amend- topic will be held on June 26, 2013 in
tractors. It would also grant an ment removing the opt-out provi- Washington, D.C.
exemption for renovations after a sion, the agency is unlikely to do so.
Given the challenges with
enforcement and implementation
natural disaster and prohibit EPA
of the LRRP rule, and now the profrom expanding the rule to com- Expansion to Commercial
mercial and public buildings until
EPA announced in September posed expansion to public and
EPA conducts a study demonstrat- that it was postponing any propos- commercial buildings, legislation
ing the need for such an action.
al expanding the rule to public and is needed to continue ensuring
commercial buildings until July 1, public health while reducing the
2015, with a final rule expected by burden on remodelers and conFlaws with the Current Rule
The agency has used flawed eco- January 1, 2017. The delayed tractors. WDMA is committed to
nomic analysis, significantly under- expansion is part of a revised settle- the legislation’s passage, and is
stating the true compliance costs. ment agreement merging interior working with organizations such as
While EPA initially estimated that and exterior LRRP activities on the National Association of Home
Builders to have the proposed legcompliance costs would add $35 to public and commercial buildings.
a typical remodeling job, for a typiCongress has directed EPA to first islation introduced as early in the
❙
cal window replacement project the conduct a separate and independ- new Congress as possible.
cost ranges from $90 to $160 per ent study of lead paint hazards in
window opening, easily adding public and commercial buildings Ben Gann is director of legislative affairs
before it can issue regulations for and grassroots activities for the Window
more than $1,000 to each project.
EPA has also failed to meet the renovating and remodeling those and Door Manufacturers Association in
requirements of its own rule by fail- structures. Despite lacking data on Washington, D.C.
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Smart and Efficient
The LiSEC FlyOver Logistics System

Our innovation for glass loading and remnant plate storage!
The intelligent design of the FlyOver’s suction bridge allows it to move diagonally
above the glass storage area when no glass is being transported. The FlyOver
automatically follows the shortest path to the next storage rack, which minimises
cycle times and keeps cutting machines working at full capacity. Besides the
significant time savings achieved the FlyOver renders remnant plate storage
systems obsolete by transporting remnants back to the glass storage area.
Please call us at 1-866-547-3226 or send us an email to sales@lisecamerica.com

www.lisec.com/FlyOver
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AMD HEADLINES
jscrowder@comcast.net

Can We Out-Run Online?
It’s Happening—Even in Our Industry
BY
t’s one thing to read bad news
about a struggling business or
industry, but it’s another thing
to think it could happen to you.
Usually we rationalize and say, “it
won’t happen to us” because our
industry is “traditional” and
changes in conventional business
models won’t occur. Maybe it’s time
for a more objective look.

I

A Look Back
Take a minute to examine this
list of well-known companies that
are no longer with us, at least in the
“traditional” sense. All faced different circumstances; either someone
built a better mousetrap, technology forced change or perhaps a combination of both. Nonetheless, the
end result was the same. These are
only 10 well-known names.
Unfortunately there are hundreds,
if not thousands more.
• Woolworth’s (1879-1997)
• Montgomery Ward (1872-2001)
• Borders Books (1971-2011)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

JOHN

CROWDER

KB Toys (1922-2009)
Circuit City (1949-2009)
Linens & Things (1975-2008)
Musicland (1955-2006)
Best Products (1957-1997)
Builder’s Square (1984-1999)
Hollywood Video (1988-2010)

The Here and Now
Change is occurring at unprecedented speed and the consumer’s
thirst for speed and convenience
seems to have no limits. An extreme
example of this (to us in America) is
happening today in Hong Kong and
it involves a very powerful new
tool—the LCD screen. Commuter
trains transport thousands of workers daily, many with lengthy commutes. Dozens of LCD screens are
conveniently located throughout
each car for their shopping pleasure. Everything from consumer
goods to groceries is available on
friendly touch tone screens. Here’s
the scary part—make your selections, wave your phone over the

Homeowners are adding doors and windows to their online basket.
12
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screen for payment, confirm your
order and it is delivered to your
doorstep before you arrive home.
This is happening today.

Not so Far Away
Speaking of LCD screens, prototypes are being developed to transform clothing stores. Consumers
will no longer sort through hundreds of garments and wait in line
for a changing room. The customer
will approach an LCD screen, scroll
through pictures of outfit options
and make a selection. But wait,
there’s more! Stand back, the screen
will scan the customer’s body and
project a picture of them in their
new outfit. Like the look? It will be
on your doorstep shortly. The
developer estimates this will be a
reality in five to seven years.

How Does this Affect Us?
What does this have to do with
the door and window industry? I
encourage you to search the
Internet; you may by amazed by the
number of online options consumers have for home delivery of
doors and windows—big, heavy,
bulky doors and windows. So you
could go to a dealer you don’t know,
who had to go to a distributor he
may know, who had to go to a manufacturer that he probably knows to
get your new doors and windows.
Or you can sit on your couch and
place an order with a website that
“looks good.” What would you do?
It’s a scary thought, but we need
to start getting our thoughts in line
about online.
❙
John Crowder is president of the
Association of Millwork Distributors.
www.dwmmag.com
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Light years ahead

Uncover new possibilities. Discover new ways to improve. Create new value.
This week, next week, the following week—forever.
How? With FeneVision NEO. Powerful, fast, flexible, mobile, interactive and fully integrated,
FeneVision NEO is the result of more than a decade of excellence and improvement.
You’ll find it amazingly illuminating.
Our customers say it advances them light years ahead of the competition. See for yourself.
Visit fenevision.com. Or contact us to arrange an enlightening demonstration.

North America 330.995.2830
Europe/Asia +352 263984
fenetech.com
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GUEST COLUMN
ncarter@woodwaresystems.com

Where’s My Stuff?
BY
any of you have probably
read or at least heard
about Spencer Johnson’s
motivational book Who Moved My
Cheese? It is a quick read with some
terrific insights.
Look at the problem of the missing
cheese from a different angle, however and you’ll see that if the little critters had installed a warehouse management system (WMS) they not
only would have known each and
every person that moved the cheese,
but they would also have known the
dates and times of the moves, where
it was picked up from and put away,
if it was used in production (a few
slices went into that grilled cheese
and a couple of others in the ham
and cheese sandwiches), and ultimately where it finally ended up.
They would even know if it had been
broken down into smaller chunks
and stored in multiple locations.
There are numerous reasons why
a company should consider
automating its warehouse functions
(cheese tracking aside). Practically
every company we talk with today is
trying to accomplish the same
amount of work with fewer people.
The real world issues unfortunately
are ever present; special items that
are received in and get lost become
very costly, cross training employees
or bringing in new employees adds
stress to an already tight time budge t, hidden costs in the methods
product is received, picked and put
away, and the list goes on.
Fortunately there are ways to
address this by having a system in
place that automates most of these
functions and creates a very efficient, cost reducing environment.
Here are a few of the benefits as

M
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described by one of our users of
WMS:
• Picking errors reduced by 75 percent: By using barcode scanning,
we can ensure inventory accuracy
and verify in real-time that the correct items are sent to production.
• Picking times cut in half:
Warehouse
employees
are
directed to appropriate bin locations and no longer waste time
manually searching for items.
• Enhanced information visibility:
Item receipts and production picks
are visible in real time, both from
WMS and our ERP system. Project
managers have a more accurate
picture of inventory movements.
• Shorter production schedules:
The lag time between item
receipt and production has
dropped by 60 percent.
• Training time reduced by 50 percent: Training time for new
employees has dropped from 80
to 40 hours. Real-time, systemprovided directions to appropriate warehouse bin and department locations have reduced the
need for training.
• Better control of special order
items: Now special order items
are easily tracked from the receipt
until they are ready for production and/or shipping. This saves
very real money by eliminating
the need to re-order and expedite
for misplaced items.
Implementing WMS is no small
task. If real estate’s three keys are location, location, location then WMS
would most likely read: plan, plan,
plan, train, train and train! The one
constant we have seen is that when all
departments are involved in the planning process and there is a serious

>I

Did you
move it?

training regimen, the total buy-in factor increases significantly. It is very
rare to be in any type of implementation where there is not some resistance to change. The objective is to
reduce that resistance as much as
possible prior to flipping the switch.
We sometimes jokingly say that
implementing WMS is akin to
changing religions. On the serious
side, you are making a wholesale
change in how you will handle
every piece of inventory from the
time the trucks pull up and you
unload, until the product is staged,
loaded and the doors are closed.
Bypassing the system cannot be
allowed for it to function properly.
Once the decision to move forward is made, there are numerous
things to get done and your WMS
provider will guide you through the
maze of site surveys, equipment
needs, labeling of the warehouse
for maximum efficiency, inventory
identification, etc. (way too much
to even try and cover here).
Studies consistently show the real
gains in productivity, better customer
service and (believe it or not) worker
morale. WMS is not inexpensive, but
when implemented properly more
than justifies the investment.
❙
Nick Carter is president of WoodWare
Systems, based in Cordova, Tenn.
www.dwmmag.com
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What’s News
EVENT NEWS

New Orleans’ Other Big Event;
IGMA Masquerades in the Big Easy
andwiched between the Super
Bowl and Mardi Gras in New
Orleans was the meeting of
the Insulating Glass Manufacturers’
Alliance (IGMA’s) annual conference. The group embraced the city’s
history by hosting a masquerade ball
to balance out the hard work the various committees devoted during the
day when members met February 57. (For all of DWM’s coverage and
slideshow
of
the
ball
visit
dwmmag.com).
Dr. Werner Wagner of Sika
Services AG, based in Zurich,
Switzerland, presented his findings
on “European Gas Loss Testing and
Related Benefits.” Most notably,
Wagner posed the question of how
to reach an international standard
for insulating glass units (IGUs) as
well as potential, theoretical solutions for a global standard.
“By the end of the day we have to
come to a conclusion to compare
performances,” he said.
According to Wagner, a German
professor has developed a concept
for reaching a global standard theoretically based on the calculations of
the isochoric pressure of the IGU. In

S

this theoretical solution, the pressure is always constant and determined by increments such as temperature, atmospheric pressure and
altitude of both production and
installation of the IGU. Essentially, it
consists of two main steps: calculation of isochoric pressure and transformation to real load on the IG seal.
Wagner closed his presentation
by suggesting that potentially a mix
of the European and U.S. standards
could present a feasible solution
toward a global standard. Further,
he noted that IG edge sealants do
have room for improvement and a
chance for both long- and shortterm improvements.
Another popular presentation was
the “Use of Fourth-Surface Coatings
in a Cold Climate,” presented by Tim
Clancy and Lisa Green of Guardian
Industries. The presentation, which
was based on a study Guardian conducted, noted that the main goal of
the study was the investigation of
“real-world implications of the
National Fenestration Rating Council
500 condensation resistance (CR)
number as it pertains to the use of
fourth-surface low-E coatings in cold

David Cooper (standing), Guardian Industries, attends his final conference as
president. Margaret Webb, executive director, at right.
16
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environments in conjunction with a
low-E on the third surface of a dualglazed insulating glass unit (IGU).”
For the study, which took place
between fall 2011 and fall 2012, six
double-hung windows with vinyl
frames were examined. The windows had a 16-mm gap with 90percent argon, 10-percent air fill.
An interior temperature was
maintained
at
70
degrees
Fahrenheit with three different relative humidity levels of 30 percent,
40 percent and 50 percent. Outdoor
conditions included a 12.3-mileper-hour wind, temperatures varying between 65 to -20 degrees
Fahrenheit, held steady between 0
and -20 degrees Fahrenheit at night.
The presentation included videos
of the condensation tests performed
to show the differences in condensation between the traditional low-E
window and the traditional low-E
with surface 4 coating. Results of the
30-percent tests showed relative consistency in the levels of condensations, similar to the results seen for
the 40-percent condensation tests.
The 50-percent test showed that the
fourth surface coated window had
condensation which appeared much
more quickly and grew at a faster rate
than the lower humidity tests.
“The condensation front only differed from about a ½- to 1-inch with
the addition of the surface four;
when you get to higher humidity
you see the fully condensed surface,” said Green. “The basis of this
study was to determine if condensation resistance was a good method
for determining condensation; we
found it was a fairly good predictor.”
continued on page 18
www.dwmmag.com
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SURVIVE
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URVIVVE
LAMINATING

At Billco, we mean business. For more than 60
years, we’ve been a trusted glass processing equipment supplier to leading fabricators in the window
medical and
and doorr,, solarrr,, electronics, military, medic
aerospace industries.
With equipment in 47 countries, our products lead the
way in quality, durability and precision to keep your
business running with less downtime.

HANDLING
To find out how Billco can make your
your business
busine more
efficient, contact us today at +1.724.452.7390.

WASHING

See Our Equipment in Action!
w w w.YYouTube.com/BillcoMFG
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What’s News
CONTINUED

cdp ACCESS Flow Chart
CODES AND STANDARDS

How Online Voting Could
Change Code Development
Airline reservations, hotel rooms
and other travel arrangements will
no longer be necessary for some
who want to participate in the
International Code Council’s (ICC)
code development process as the
association has adopted online
voting. The ICC says this will also
benefit those who don’t have the
time to be out of the office for up to
two weeks to attend the hearings.
“As code enforcement officials,
our job is safety in the built environment,” says William D. Dupler,
code council board immediate past
president and current chair of the
cdp committee. “It’s not just about
having the funds to attend the
hearings; it’s also about having the
time to do it.”
The
International
Code
Council’s (ICC) board of directors
approved final recommendations
from its cdp ACCESS Steering
Committee which is designed to
increase participation in ICC’s core
function: code development.
The committee’s final recommendations outline several key elements for expanding participation
in the ICC Code Development
Process, including:
• Online collaboration for stakeholders in the development of
code change and public comment submittals as well as collaboration in preparation for
participating at hearings;
• Establishing a two-week period
following the committee action
hearings for online voting on
assembly motions by all ICC
members.
• Establishing a two-week period
following the public comment
hearing for online voting by governmental members based on
the actions that occurred on the
individual consideration agenda
18
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Source: ICC

at the public comment hearing.
Testing of the online vote will
occur in October in Atlantic City at
the 2013 public comment hearings.
After system and process adjustments the 2014 cycle for the international green construction code
(IgCC) will be a binding beta test
for the entire cdp process, according to the ICC.
Jeff Inks, vice president of codes
and regulatory affairs for the
Window and Door Manufacturers
Association, is a permanent fixture at the code hearings each
year. He addressed this proposal
back in 2012.
“To put this in a little better perspective, the number of code officials who now make the final decision on whether to approve or disapprove any given proposal at the
final action hearings ranges from
125 to 400, on average, according
to ICC,” said Inks. “Those vote
counts are but a small fraction of
the approximately 15,000 ICC code
official members who are actually
eligible to vote and could poten-

>I

tially do so under the new voting
process. The low number of officials voting under the current
existing process is primarily
because in-person participation at
the final action hearings is
required and budgets or other constraints keep many voting-eligible
code officials from attending. That
low representative vote count is
what ICC is trying to change w ith
the proposed new process and
could change it dramatically. While
vote counts approaching the
upper thousands are probably not
likely, they could still easily go
from several hundred on average
to several thousand.”
He added that the new process
will also likely change other aspects
of code development.
“In short, many advocates will
probably place greater attention on
engaging code officials at the state
and local level in advance of the
hearings and subsequent ballot
vote, in addition to submitting
public comments and participating in the hearings,” said Inks.
❙
www.dwmmag.com
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Two hardware companies
with a singular
focus

Roto North America now includes
Roto Frank of America and Roto Fasco Canada.
Two great companies with a combined heritage in North America for over 80 years,
our commitment to building great relationships and providing quality window and door
hardware to our customers is now stronger than ever.
• Customer-driven organization that provides unparalleled, personal service
• Comprehensive product line of North American and European window & door hardware
• Production facilities in US and Canada
• Reliability and quality you can trust
• Professional and accessible sales and technical support

Excellence in Window & Door Hardware

rotohardware.com

Your Partner in Window & Door Hardware

fasco.ca
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Introducing...

HARDWARE

No Screw Required

and plated finishes. The snap in
surface mount lock requires no
screws or fasteners and quickly
snaps permanently into place,
reducing process time, according
to the company. Vision says the
sash lock is an aesthetically pleasing component-perfect for highend wood grain windows.
❙❙➤ www.visionhardware.com

European Style in the U.S.

Vision Hardware, based in
South Plainfield, N.J., recently
introduced its new screw-less,
snap-in sash lock to the fenestration market. The lock-and-tilt system has no visible fasteners and is
available in a variety of painted

Atlanta-based hardware supplier Amba Products focuses on
bringing European style, high
quality stainless steel decorative
hardware to North America. The
company offers locking pull systems from ABP, a factory in
Germany that specializes in the
manufacture of stainless steel sliding door hardware. According to
an AMBA press release, the patent-

SLIDING DOORS

Take it to the Max
PRL Glass Systems Inc. offers its Max sliding doors that the company says
are flexible and will suit various applications. This includes large, sliding openings on dwellings with astounding views that will integrate outdoors to
enclosed areas.
Sliding units as room partitions will offer unobstructed openness functionality when required, obscurity with a spandrel rich color variety or designer
texture glass to add a luxurious appearance, the company adds.
❙❙➤ www.prlglass.com

ed locking device has been tested
for 5000,000 movements and has a
self-blockage device with a clutch
system that avoids lifting up the
deadbolt. It is available in different
length handles, eliminating the
need to bend down to lock and
unlock the system, which can also
simultaneously lock the top and
the bottom.
The locking mechanism is
applicable for both residential and
commercial use, comes in different settings: with key cylinder and
without.
❙❙➤ www.ambaproducts.com

In This Corner
Roto Frank has introduced a
corner drive locking system for
casements and awnings complete
with a stainless steel ribbon that
the company says keeps friction
low and operation running
smoothly. The corner drive has an
integrated lock point three inches
from the top of the casement; it is
capable of supporting up to 400
pounds, according to the company. Drive connectors are sold in
quantities of 200 while casement
corner drives are sold in batches
of 100.
❙❙➤ www2.roto-frank.com/us

In Sync
The RoBo-Sync™ lock activated tilt latch is new on the market
from Thomasville, N.C.-based
Lawrence Industries. The latch,
which uses existing fabrications
and existing keeper setups fits
most
existing
profiles
and
includes a self-locating lock. The
technology behind it allows customers to easily lock, unlock and
retract tilt latches with one control point, according to the company, and is American-made with
Bio-Maxx composites to be lead
free.
❙❙➤ www.lawrenceindustriesinc.com
20
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Roller

Strybuc Industries carries all
brands of Multipoint Locking
Systems and hardware from all of
the most popular manufacturers.
Hinges

Air Blast Air Knives remove
unwanted materials from glass,
doors and mouldings traveling on a
conveyor belt, says the company.
Air knives can remove water and
wood dust/chips using direct drive
blowers that are very low maintenance, according to the company.
❙❙➤ www.airblastinc.com
❙

Cylinders

ǵ ȥȲɅȺɀȿȲȽȪɅɀȴȼȺȿȸțȺɄɅɃȺȳɆɅɀɃȷɀɃȲȽȽɅȹȶ
major Multipoint Locking System
 ȾȲȿɆȷȲȴɅɆɃȶɃɄȺȿȴȽɆȵȺȿȸHoppe,
Ferco/G-U, Truth, Roto, Amesbury
and Ashland.
ǵ ȢȿɀɈȽȶȵȸȶȲȳȽȶȫȶȴȹȿȺȴȲȽȧɃɀȵɆȴɅ
 ȧȶɃɄɀȿȿȶȽɅɀȾȲȼȶɄɆɃȶȲȽȽɊɀɆɃȿȶȶȵɄ
 ȲɃȶɅȲȼȶȿȴȲɃȶɀȷȴɀɃɃȶȴɅȽɊȲȿȵȺȿȲ
 ɅȺȾȶȽɊȷȲɄȹȺɀȿ
ǵ ȚɆɄɅɀȾȺɋȶȵMultipoint Locking System
 ȨɆȶɄɅȺɀȿȿȲȺɃȶɄȳɊȾȲȿɆȷȲȴɅɆɃȶɃɅɀȲɄɄȺɄɅ
 ɊɀɆȺȿȸȶɅɅȺȿȸȲȽȽɅȹȶȺȿȷɀɃȾȲɅȺɀȿȿȶȶȵȶȵɅɀ
 ȶȿɄɆɃȶɁɃɀɁȶɃȺȵȶȿɅȺȷȺȴȲɅȺɀȿɀȷɊɀɆɃɄɊɄɅȶȾ

Roundbolt

Shootbolt

Call Today for Your FREE Catalog

1-800-352-0800 ext. 129
Accessories

FAX: 610-534-3202
www.strybuc.com

Tongue

HMI is the one-stop-shop for your entryway needs, whether it’s our Entry Doors;
Aluminum Storm Doors; or Security Storm Doors.

To become an HMI Dealer contact Joan Snyder at 800.343.2610
645 E. Erie Avenue Philadelphia, PA 19134

ALUMINUM STORM

 Self-Storing
 Camlock System
 24 Standard powder coats to match entry
colors and over 200 custom powder coat
colors to choose from

 Manufacturing doors since 1988
 Proudly made in the U.S.A.

VISIT US AT: WWW.HMIDOORS.COM/DWM

STEEL & FIBERGLASS ENTRY

SECURITY STORM

 20 gauge Smooth and Textured Steel Entry Doors
 Fiberglass Doors - Available in Oak, Cherry and Mahogany Grains
 Doors available in ¼” increments in width and height

 Entry, Aluminum Storm and Security Storm Doors
available in 5 arch top styles
Full Arch

www.dwmmag.com

 24 Standard powder coats to match entry
colors and over 200 custom powder coat
colors to choose from
 Key alike to Entry Doors
 Matching color closers

Camber Top

Curved Top

Pointed Top

Cathedral Top

March 2013
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Vegas Show Proves Industry Moving Toward Stability
by Tara Taffera

re we there yet? It’s a question many industry
members and experts posed throughout the
last several years. What they really meant
was: are we out of the recession yet? Are builders
going to start building again? Are twenty-something’s going to move out of their parents’ basements? We may not be “there” yet but we’re “getting
there.” And nowhere were the signs of this journey
more evident than at the International Builders’

A

Show (IBS) held January 22-24 in Las Vegas.
IBS was packed with attendees sporting a palpable feeling of optimism and excitement. Exhibitors
had a variety of products on display, and many
trends from past years continue to evolve and generate buzz. (Our complete coverage including four
days of video, web stories and blogs all can be found
on dwmmag.com). Check out some of the biggest
trends and products from Las Vegas.

One-Stop Shop
You can call it a “shop” but Ply Gem is a billion dollar company offering solutions for the home’s exterior. With the addition of a moulding
line, which debuted at IBS in a 9,000 square foot booth, the company is
“committed to this industry,” said John Stephenson, senior vice president of marketing.
That single source supplier doesn’t just offer products either. The
company launched its ProTalk educational series which took place in
its booth.
“Attendees always have the intention of attending seminars, but
never make it off the show floor so we are bringing the educational sessions to our booth,” Stephenson said.
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Therma-Tru showcased fiberglass options at IBS.

Fiberglass Brings Beauty to Show Floor
Fiberglass continues to grow in popularity and this was evident from the amount of
these products found on the show floor. With Integrity Windows showcasing its array
of doors and windows, and Therma-Tru making a splash in the entryway, those in
attendance had a variety of options from which to choose.
There were also some new players in the market. Fiberglass supplier Diversified Lineal
Systems made its debut at IBS. The new company is a unit of Diversified Structural
Composites. Director of operations Mark Back, reported that the company will be rolling
out several new products throughout 2013 concluding with a new product to be introduced
in 2014 at IBS. “We will have a full line of products for the market,” he said.

Sliding Wall Systems Continue to Awe
You can call them movable wall systems, sliding wall systems, lift and slide, all while uttering the phrase, “letting the
outside in.” However you refer to them, these product lines
continue to gain attention on show floors such as IBS.
Products at the Kolbe booth, for one, proved that movable wall systems continue to gain in popularity.
“It seems every product we have here fits that category,” said Cindy Bremer, vice president of marketing at
Kolbe and Kolbe.
One of those products is Kolbe’s new TerraSpan 90-degree
corner door unit. At more than 9 feet tall, the lift-and-slide
door panels on the right side of the corner unit span 12 feet.
The panels on the left side stretch more than 21 feet and
pocket into the wall, practically disappearing to provide
wide, open access to the outdoors.
Royals’ Overture folding doors are available for residential and commercial applications. When fully retracted, the
product provides easy access to exterior living and a great
feeling of wide open space truly bringing the inside out,
says Royal. The company offers a complete custom-sized
door program manufactured for large openings in many
configurations including a maximum width of 24 feet (8
panels) and a maximum height of 10 feet.

Royal's Overture patio door (top) and Kolbe's Terra-Span
corner door unit.
www.dwmmag.com
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No More Gambles?
continued from page 23

Top left: Kolbe's contemporary door, Marvin showcases its
color options (above and bottom left).

Color—More than a Splash
You’ve heard the term “a splash of color.” Well in the door and
window industry, companies continue to evolve way beyond the
splash. This move toward more colors—bigger and bolder at that—
seems to coincide with another growing trend: focus on contemporary
designs. Even companies steeped in tradition are embracing the new.
“People always think of us as a company offering historic wood windows, which we will always offer, but we are definitely placing an emphasis
on contemporary designs,” said Berit Griffin, public relations coordinator at
Marvin Windows and Doors.

Components, Apps and More
Walking the halls at IBS, amongst all the
booths featuring door and window systems,
you will find companies offering the integral
components to be used in those configurations.
Doorframer introduced its new Door Fast
Closure Plug. Application is quick and easy
with a couple of simple twists by hand: no
tools are required on the line or for removal at
the time of door installation. The company
says the product also includes a ratcheting
stay-tight system, quick-snap separation that
keeps both parts together until applied; and a
single-cavity molding for enhanced cost savings. The product fits every door from 2 3⁄8- to 2
¾-inch backsets, split-and-flat jamb styles
and jamb thicknesses up to 1 inch.
And when it comes to technology, the question
is: who doesn’t have an app? More and more
companies can now answer, “Yep there’s an app
for that.” Simpson Door, Royal Building Products,
Masonite, and more all featured apps that can aid
a variety of groups, including homeowners, in
selection of their door and window products.
❙
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company showcased its many coatings including its NuGrain
technology.
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Fenestration
FOCUS

Your industry insight

Vector Windows Stands out with MikronWood™, Super Spacer®
and Customized Engineered Components from Quanex
At Minnesota-based Vector Windows, it’s not enough
to build great windows. Reliability, on-time delivery,
and services and support made just for builders and
distributors are also key ingredients to the company’s
lasting success.
“We have an extremely customer-focused culture,” said
Jeff Ackerson, president and CEO, Vector Windows. “We
work with our customers as partners and firmly believe
that personal touches, such as having real people answer
the phones rather than a recording, are all part of how we
differentiate ourselves versus the competition.”
Vector is a regional window manufacturer in the upper
Midwest focused on providing great products, great
customer service and great lead times, all at a great price.
Once purely focused on new construction, the company
has adapted to changes in the industry by diversifying its
high-performance product offerings to meet the needs of
both the renovation market and builders who are more
focused on energy performance.
“Our customers were really looking for something different,
especially in the composite realm,” Ackerson said. “So,
about two years ago we set out to find that differentiator.
We worked with customers, talked to suppliers and visited
numerous tradeshows and found that Quanex Building
Products’ MikronWood™ composite material was exactly
what we needed to stand out from the competition.”
As a Super Spacer® customer since 2007, the team at
Vector was already familiar with the high-quality products
and personal support provided by Quanex. Over the next
year and a half, they worked closely with Quanex engineers
to develop an entirely new product line centered around
the benefits of MikronWood.
According to Andrew Miller, CFO for Vector, “Aesthetics
and performance are equally important to our customers.
With MikronWood, we are able to give them the best of
both worlds: the maintenance-free, energy-saving benefits

=^acW0\TaXRP]4SXcX^]~E^[d\T"~=d\QTa ~FX]cTa! "

of a composite and the pleasing look of real wood. An
authentic look was extremely important to us and Quanex
was able to deliver in a number of ways.”
Quanex leveraged its expertise in engineered components
to help Vector achieve its aesthetic goals.
“To help us get the look we were after, we wanted to
use real wood grilles on the interior of the windows.
After learning about Quanex’s engineered components
capabilities, we decided to visit its Mounds View facility
to see what they could offer,” Miller said. “We were very
happy with the personal service we received. Quanex
really listened to our ideas and was able to design a
custom simulated divided lite solution that exceeded our
expectations.”
In the end, Vector took full advantage of Quanex’s breadth
of products from the Super Spacer warm edge spacer
system and MikronWood composite technology to custom
engineered grilles and screens to develop a product
line that will stand out in both the renovation and new
construction markets.
Beyond product design assistance, Vector also takes full
advantage of Quanex’s technical services, quality audits
and marketing support.
“Quanex has been integral in our growth over the years,
offering the same high level of service we offer to our own
customers,” Ackerson said. “It’s a true partnership.”
For more information visit www.vectorwindows.com
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Quanex Expands Screen Offerings
On Dec. 31, Quanex purchased the assets of Alumco,
Inc., including Aluminite, a leading screen producer for
the vinyl window and door industry. The group will be
integrated into the Engineered Products Group where it
will complement the company’s previously established
screen products for wood windows and doors.
“We were thrilled to welcome such a renowned and
trusted industry supplier to the Quanex family,” said
Mike Hovan, senior vice president, sales and marketing
for Quanex Building Products. “With Alumco’s
continuous improvement mindset and dedication to
providing exceptional customer service, we knew there
would be immediate synergies with Quanex teams.”

One source for window and door
screens and components

order processors create the files that will guide the
manufacturing, packing and shipping of each distinct
customer order.
For added convenience, finished screens can also be
delivered wrapped, bar coded and arranged in the
sequence the customer specified. By outsourcing
finished screen products, many of the industry’s leading
OEM’s have found more profitable uses for this valuable
manufacturing floor space.
“Providing premium support to customers is a top
priority for everyone,” Hovan said. “We can now
provide comprehensive screen solutions with expanded
distribution from strategically located facilities
throughout the U.S.”
More details about this expanded Quanex capability
will be available soon. Contact your Quanex sales
representative to learn more.

Established in 1956, Aluminite has a long tradition
of product and process innovation. Over the years,
the company grew to become one of the largest
manufacturers of window and door screens, roll-form
shapes and screen hardware. It was also the first in
the industry to offer a completely electronic order
processing, manufacturing and delivery system, which
reduces data entry and billing errors while minimizing
lead times for customers. With a few clicks of a mouse,

To receive the Fenestration Focus electronically, please e-mail your info to Marketing@Quanex.com
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High Quality from the Heartland
eartland Windows is more than a name of a
company; it is a dedication to preserving a longstanding Midwestern work ethic that emphasizes
quality, integrity and pride in workmanship. Thanks
to this philosophy, the Iowa-based window and door
manufacturer has become renowned for its advanced
product engineering, state-of-the-art production and
exceptional service.

H

“Even as we have grown to become one of the
foremost window manufacturers in the Midwest, our
founding principles continue to guide the way we
approach everything we do from the way we treat our
customers to the way we treat our personnel,” said
Larry Ricke, Heartland’s founder and president. “With
next to zero turnover, we employ some of the most
experienced and skilled professionals in the industry.
Our people are by far our most important asset.”
When Ricke opened Heartland Windows in 1994, he
was already a seasoned veteran of the fenestration
industry. Having worked with Quanex’s extrusions
(then Spectus
“...it was essential that Systems) for many
we have an R5 offering years prior, he
to meet demand. ”
knew he’d get the
quality and support
needed to reach his product design goals. That
entrepreneurial spirit led to Heartland becoming
one of the first window companies to offer ENERGY
STAR®-rated products.
Over the years, Heartland and Quanex Building
Products’ partnership has only strengthened as
the industry has continued to evolve and face new
challenges. Today, Ricke and his team use a number
of Quanex components and services, including
warm edge spacer, screens, vinyl, R&D support and
product testing.

“While we prefer to do all of our product design work
in house, Quanex’s design engineers have been
integral in our success,” Ricke said. “By working
together, we were able to develop a custom version
of Quanex’s EnergyCore® window system that
provides both the energy efficiency and the clean,
high-end appearance consumers desire.”
Heartland also uses Quanex’s Duralite® warm edge
spacer system in its triple-glazed IG. “Some of our
dealer partners sell nothing but triples, so it was
essential that we have an R5 offering to meet this
demand. We couldn’t have done it without Duralite.”
As Heartland and Quanex continue to collaborate,
Ricke is extremely optimistic about the future of the
company and the industry in general. “We’ve seen
things really pick up since the first of the year and
have every reason to believe it will continue. Even
projects that were once delayed or put on hold are
now coming to fruition. We’re looking forward to
what’s to come for us and for the industry,” he said.
For more information, visit www.heartwin.com
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BASF Enlists Quanex Building Products for
Net-Zero Energy, Prototype Home
At this year’s International Builders’ Show, BASF, the Chemical
Company, unveiled a new prototype standard for energyefficient homes. The home was showcased in two variations—a
fully furnished version and another in a rough fabrication stage.
This provided architects, builders and remodelers with an inside
look at the structure and products used to achieve such high
energy efficiency.
The model home used all EnergyCore™ windows with the
Duralite® spacer system, manufactured and supplied by MI
Windows and Doors. BASF supplies Oppanol® polyisobutylene,
a synthetic polymer, used to formulate Duralite, which provides
a barrier to moisture and gases. In turn, this gives Duralite its
strong adhesion and resistance to extreme weather. These
features help to maximize the energy efficiency of the Duralite
spacer system by:


Keeping the insulating gases between the panes longer;

The BEYOND.High Performance net zero energy home from BASF
was demonstrated at IBS 2013 in both construction and finished phases.



Supporting the thermal break between window panes to
reduce condensation on glass and heat loss from the home;


Better accommodating stress from wind and impact;


Creating a more comfortable indoor space for homeowners.
“The EnergyCore system incorporated in the fenestration of our
2013 IBS Show House is a perfect example of utilizing advanced
technology to create this highly energy-efficient approach to
building homes,” said Paul Campbell, Manager Residential and
Technical Support of BASF’s Center for Building Excellence.
“The superior performance of the system allows us to reach
our efficiency targets, which requires a significant reduction
in heating and cooling loads and energy demand. This gives
consumers a more durable, healthy, comfortable and safe home
environment.”
BASF is calling this highly efficient home program
BEYOND.High PerformanceSM, meaning this model home was
built to be 50 percent more energy efficient than a standard
code-built home. In addition, it reduces indoor water use by
20 percent or more and incorporates renewable energy and
occupant behavior to reach net-zero energy use. All homes built
to the BEYOND.High Performance requirements must achieve a
Home Energy Rating System (HERS) Index score of 50 or lower.

© Quanex Building Products 2011 - 2013

“At BASF, it is a part of our business philosophy and foundation to
create products that help our customers be more successful and
contribute to sustainable development,” said Lenora Pinto Kline,
PIB product manager. “Oppanol provides the chemical solution
that supports the efforts of Quanex to manufacture high quality,
energy-efficient components for windows and doors.”
To read more about BASF’s BEYOND.High Performance
program, visit www.basfbeyondhome.us/products/
name/windowsenergycore.
Visit www.miwd.com for more information about MI
Windows and Doors.
To learn more about EnergyCore window systems, visit
www.energycore-windows.com. For more on Quanex’s
Duralite spacer system, visit www.quanex.com.
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Engines
As the Economy Betters, Companies Plan Machinery Purchases
by Tara Taffera

ichard Stephens is going shopping. “We
Esther Kenkel (left), wife of co-founder Al Kenkel (right) and Kathy
Caldon (Al’s daughter and president) check out their new equipment.
will purchase more machinery in the
next 12-18 months than we have in last
four to five years,” says the chief operating officer at Windsor Windows and Doors who is responsible for on this. “Our glass equipment in Des Moines has three
four plants across the U.S. Companies such as Windsor robots on the line. That’s the type of machinery we
are pleased that housing indicators are pointing up, and gravitate toward: a higher repeatability and computerorders are coming in so they can finally make these much controlled machinery.”
needed procurements. And this is making door and winThat high-quality machinery also makes finding
skilled employees that much more important.
dow machinery manufacturers very very happy.
“It puts pressure on us to find a higher-caliber person who is not afraid of working on these types of
The Need is There
machines,” he says.
So in the next 12-18 months the company will look
“We have had made minimal purchases the latter
part of 2011 and early 2012,” says Stephens. “We have to make purchases such as CNC-controlled routing
been conservative given the state of the housing econ- and fabrication centers, CNC-controlled cleaners for
synthetics and both powder coat and vinyl paint lines.
omy so, as a result, you kind of sit on the fence.”
Earthwise of Cincinnati (EOC) has invested in new
That is all finally changing.
“You get that warm and fuzzy feeling when you see window manufacturing equipment over the last two
orders grow and grow,” he says. “We are already seeing years after performing a great deal of research. The
that we will have some capacity issues to deal with this division of Tri-State Wholesale Building Supplies also
looks beyond just the need for new equipment to be
coming spring and summer.”
New machinery purchases will solve some problems added to its plant. President Kathy Caldon also considfor Windsor. For one, purchasing automated equip- ers how this will benefit employees.
ment will solve employee resource constraints.
In fact, in what may be described as a mix between
“It’s time to improve capacity and also time to the TV shows Dirty Jobs and Undercover Boss, Caldon
improve the automation that we have so we don’t worked alongside production workers for a day.
require adding as many people,” says Stephens. “We
“One of the things that they were doing I saw could
can’t throw people at it this year as people are hard to lead to carpal tunnel,” says Caldon. “I want to create a
come by. Specifically, our operation in Des Moines has healthy work environment; not create health proba more difficult time finding skilled employees just due lems. That kick-started our research. We investigated
to the overall low population in that area.”
other options as well--there were so many benefits to
Automation is definitely a key factor when looking at
equipment as Windsor already places a high emphasis
continued on page 30
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Tim Utz, manufacturing manager, shows Kathy Caldon,
president, Al Kenkel, co-founder and Joe Fitch,
manufacturing, the new 6000 Series IG welder from
Erdman.
new machinery that it made total sense.”
Along with helping employees, the company sought
to strengthen its manufacturing division by investing in
equipment to improve production capacity in its window manufacturing plant. By investing $160,000 in
automation, with a 7-8 year anticipated ROI, EOC was
able to triple its glass manufacturing production while
reducing waste.
The company had been looking at the 6000 Series IG
Sealer from Erdman Automation for about a year before it
made the decision to move forward.
“Our orders had been picking up but you have to make
the decision—do you put the cart before the horse? If you
get sales up and you don’t have equipment you have a
huge problem,” says Caldon. “But if you invest and you
don’t have the orders …”
The company began its research when it hired Ed
Buyniski, a college of engineering intern from Case
Western Reserve, to perform a study. “We wanted to
increase production but we didn’t want to cause layoffs,”
says Caldon. “Ed did the initial research over the summer in 2011 and got the ball rolling. We discovered the
purchase of a weld cleaner would not only eliminate the
possibility of carpel tunnel or other injury, but wou ld
allow for tripling the capacity in the sash and frame
welding department. With his recommendations and
the research done by Tim Utz, production manager, the
decision was made to purchase an U-R-B-A-N SV 350:
CNC Twin Head 4 Axis Corner Cleaning Machine (2.5
year expected ROI).
The company brought Buyniski back in 2012 to do a
study on the purchase of another piece of equipment, a
secondary sealant applicator.
“The recent purchase in 2012 of the 6000 Series IG
Sealer from Erdman Automation enabled us to capitalize
on a faster cycle time while maintaining total
quality/consistency of seal,” says Caldon. “But the real
payback is realized through reduction of waste and
cleanup and less defective products. Once again, the
elimination of employee health risks in the insulating
glass department was paramount.
Earthwise has more plans for future purchases as well.
“We have a five-year plan to double our window business,” says Caldon. To that end the company is exploring
other markets more aggressively and expanding its territory beyond Indiana, Ohio and Kentucky.
www.dwmmag.com
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The Used Equation
In the last several years, machinery suppliers have
suffered particularly hard as many window companies
closed, leaving a glut of used equipment saturating the
market. These “slightly used” products were attractive
to those wanting to buy at a lower cost.
Jeff Wigington, general manager at American Window
in Evansville, Ind., saved 20 percent by purchasing a PTC
refurbished glass cutter as opposed to buying new, to
replace his current model that was 18 years old.
He mentioned to Jim Plavecsky, Windowtech Sales,
that he was looking for a new cutter and Plavecsky
asked if he would consider a previously used model.
“Someone else turned it in and they had a deal where
we could contract to buy it and they would work it into
our specifications and give us the exact warranty as
brand new one,” says Wigington. “Jim ran across it as an
agent … it has the old frame but all new electronics.”
Stephens says he is not a proponent of buying used
but he would make such a purchase if, “the process it
would need to perform was very simple.” He equates
older machinery to an older smart phone: it has less
functionality.
Another challenge is that sometimes it requires a
larger employment staff to operate that equipment.
Also, “it’s not as lean nor six sigma-friendly as we would
like the workplace to be,” adds Stephens.
“The newer machines are multi-functioning and you
will pay more but when you look at the return on
machinery versus two to three additional employees,
there is more to be gained through the speed and precision of newer machinery.”
Caldon adds that she did take this ROI into consideration when making her purchases of new machines
and the payback is something that interested her board
of directors keenly.
Stephens says employees like working on the newer
equipment just as they would rather drive a new car, as
opposed to a used one. “Employees will raise their
hands and say they want to learn that,” he says.
Caldon also refers to the used car analogy. “Like a car,
if you buy something used it may have some bugs.”
Still, second-hand equipment could have its place in
certain situations. For example, if a company has a CNC
router and someone is selling that same brand “you would
probably jump on it,” says Stephens. “When you get into
an operation like we have with multiple facilities, it would
www.dwmmag.com

American Window bought a refurbished PTC glass cutter,
and now it’s former cutter can be used as a backup and
for other projects.
have to be brand specific to what we already have.”
Earthwise has considered buying used and event
went to two different plants to look at a certain type of
used equipment.
“One was eight years old and we didn’t know the history so we made the determination to purchase new as
we would get more out of it,” says Caldon. However,
the Erdman machine the company purchased was a
floor model.
She adds though that if there was data available on a
machine she would consider buying previously owned
systems and updating it. “Just as when you buy a car
you pull up the Carfax report you would look up the
data on a used machine.”
She also says the company would also consider
whether the machinery supplier was still in business.
Additionally, the company uses its network of supply
reps to inquire about their knowledge of particular
machines in the field.
For Wigington, the fact that he had experience with
that glass cutter and supplier, undoubtedly helped.
“We had one of their machines since 1995 and we
had reworked that three different times but this time it
was becoming obsolete,” he says. “We could have refurbished ours but that would have required us to shut
down for 3-4 weeks and we can’t do that.”
Wigington adds that having the refurbished machine
gives him an added benefit in the plant.
“We have the opportunity to get a cost back on this one
if we were to turn it in but we can put a few parts on the
floor as it’s not our primary table anymore. We can use it
for miscellaneous jobs and as a backup. So I am upgrading
and have a backup which I never had … I sleep better.”
Whether new or old, the fact that companies are
looking to make some equipment additions is a song
we have been waiting to be played. And that will make
everyone rest easier.
❙
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Leading Apps
Take a Look at the Two Hottest
Websites for Garnering Customers
by Casey Neeley

FOCUS ON DEALERS

W

hile many door and window dealers have
become comfortable using social media
sites such as Facebook and LinkedIn to bolster their brands, two relatively new sites on the horizon may promise much more for businesses. Pinterest
and Houzz—websites that allow users to save images
and information they find attractive to special
boards—may be the new Internet-based solution for
companies looking to generate leads and bolster clientele. Remodeling and design industries, such as the
doors and window market, can benefit from these
sites, which are rapidly growing in popularity while
offering free marketing and advertising opportunities.
Both Pinterest and Houzz have helped some door and
window dealers increase business.

Gaining Consumer
Pinterest

mation on how to use Pinterest, see the diagram below.
A recent Nielsen study shows that Pinterest unique
usage has ballooned over the past year, up 1,047 percent for PC visitors, 1,698 percent for mobile app users
and an astounding 4,225 percent for mobile web visiClick here to view images
tors. Other popular
specifically based on categories
websites,
such
as
such as everything, architecture,
Facebook and Twitter,
design and home décor.
did not see anywhere

Find users with similar
interests to follow here.

With an estimated 25 million
users to date, Pinterest (www.pinterest.com) is the fastest-growing social media site. Forbes
has even called it “the next social media giant.”
Pinterest, in which users “pin” linked images to special “boards,” allows users to
interact by not only “pinning”
Take a look at the
their favorite items, but also
recent activity of users
allows them to look at the
you follow here.
boards and pins of followers and
friends on the site as well as the pins of
other users through various categories. For more infor-

Winning at Pinning
Use these tips, created by Fahrenheit Marketing’s social
media specialist, to increase the sales your company sees
by using Pinterest.
1. Use high-quality, appealing images.
3. Link images back to the company website.
4. Have engaging, unique boards.
5. Link pins to Facebook and Twitter.
Source: Fahrenheit Marketing
32
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2. Create product-driven boards.
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Who is Using Pinterest?

84

U.S. Audience Composition (in percents)
70
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66
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31
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31 33 31
24

24
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18
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Male
View videos
posted on
the site.

Female

Source: Nielsen 2012

Ages
18-24

Ages
25-34

Ages
35-49

Computer

7

Ages
50-64

4

6 5

3

1

Ages
65+
App

10

8

Hispanic

White

AfricanAmerican

7 7

Asian

Phone

near as significant of changes at -4 percent and +13
percent, respectively.
Click here to add an
So what does this mean for the door and window
item. Options include add
industry?
a pin, upload a pin or
According to research pubSee images that are
create a new board.
lished in the Huffington
priced. By hovering over
This drop-down menu provides
Post, “Pinterest referrals
the Gifts tab you can
personal account options such as
spend 70 percent more
narrow your price range
inviting and finding friends, viewing
money than visitors
for your search.
your own boards, pins and likes,
referred from non-social
settings and logout/sign-in options.
channels.”
The same article states,
“Pinterest pins with prices get 36
This tab provides basic site
percent more likes than those
mapping tools including help, a
without,” and goes on to add,
pin-it button, for businesses
“69 percent of online consection, career postings, meet the
sumers who visit Pinterest
team, blogs, terms of service,
have found an item they’ve
privacy policy, copyright
bought or wanted to buy, cominformation and trademark.
pared with 40 percent of
Facebook users.”
For Simpson Door Co. the site has
View thumbnail photos of
served as a resource for enhancing relationships with
images users you follow have
potential and existing clients.
recently pinned to their boards.
“Pinterest is generating new web traffic we didn’t
Click on the photo to view the
have before. It’s helping us develop a new relationship
image, the user name to view
with homeowners and those in the trade,” says Brad
the user’s profile or the
Loveless, marketing and product development managhyperlinked board name to
er for Simpson. “This site is where you find your evanview the entire board.
gelists; the people who really like your product and
want to share it with their friends.”
Loveless adds that there are a variety of opportunities for door and window companies to connect to a
Pinterest audience.
“For example a unique way to garner response is by
saying, ‘We’re considering adding a new glass design,
which of these two do you like best?’ Also, using a beautiful photo that shows the product in a home is what gets
re-pinned, followed and talked about,” says Loveless.

Check out the current
most popular, or most
re-pinned, images.
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Event coverage can also be enhanced by posting Equal Houzz-ing Opportunities
pins to an event-specific board.
While Pinterest attracts a broader audience,
“We are using our social media to report live from another beneficial, lesser-known website called
the show using posts. We [had] a Pinterest board spe- Houzz (www.houzz.com) may help members of the
cific to the International Builders’ Show for pinning door and window industry market their products
things we think are interesting and would be interest- and services directly to homebuyers, homeowners
ing for our followers to see,” he says. “There are inter- and builders.
esting ways to use the site like that.”
Business users can host their entire portfolios for
“I would say at most we spend a couple of hours a free on the site. Prospective clients can browse the
week on the site,” he says. “It’s set up in such a way that it images and save the images, which are linked to the
doesn’t take a lot of man hours to engage your audience.” originating company, to “ideabooks” tailored to suit
Marvin Window and Doors reports similar satisfac- particular styles, such as modern, traditional or eclection in using Pinterest.
tic and various rooms in their houses. Users can also
“Marvin uses Pinterest as a complement to our web- search products by metro area to narrow down options
site, our blog and all of our other social media efforts,” for upcoming projects. For more information on how to
says John Kirchner, public relations manager for use Houzz, see the diagram below.
“The growth of Houzz’s mobile usage aligns with
Marvin. “Our products emphasize performance, style
and beauty, and we have countless photos and videos several other company milestones, including 5 million
app downloads–a 400 percent increase in the last year–
to help show that off, so Pinterest is a natural fit.”
Exposure, Kirchner says, is the most positive benefit and 10 million monthly unique users,” reads a release
of “pinning.”
issued by the company.
“Thousands of consumers have ‘pinned’ their
A survey published on the Houzz website shows 40
favorite Marvin photos … which helps drive a
percent of “browsing” users plan to build
fair amount of traffic to [our website],” he
an addition or
Users can narrow
adds.
re m o d e l
company selection by
View
a
company’s
choosing
a
greater
metro
Click here to view
entire portfolio. Contact
area they wish to search
your boards with
information as well as
for
product
and
services.
saved images.
This tab allows users to search
company biography are also
for professionals and companies
available on this page.
that provide the services needed
for a remodeling or building job.
Search options can be narrowed
down by location and type of
service provided.

The Discussions section allows both
browsing and professional users to
interact and answer each others’
remodeling and building questions.

Search specific products used
and displayed on the site. While many
images are photos of the products in a
staged room, this tab allows users to
view the individual door, window or
other material desired for a project.
Clicking this tab allows users to casually
browse an array of images, mainly staged
room photos, available on the website.
34
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Read the reviews and feedback
other users have provided for a
specific company.
www.dwmmag.com

Photo: Houzz

View other users’ personal and
professional ideabooks of saved images.
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Building a Houzz
Here are some tips from Keyhouse Media on some best
marketing practices when using Houzz.
1. Have your photos in other people’s ideabooks.
2. Gain consistent numbers of reviews.
3. Maintain a high number of followers.
4. Use a project photos in addition to product images.
5. Participate in discussions and answer questions.
7. Participate in others’ ideabooks through discussions.
8. Review other Houzz users.
9. Add keywords to ideabook images when posting.
Source: Keyhouse Media

within the next two years while 10 percent plan to build
a custom home.
For companies currently displaying their portfolios
on the site, the tool has proven to be useful.
LaCantina Doors, based in Oceanside, Calif., recently won the Best of Houzz 2013 award, given by the website, after being selected by the more than 11 million
monthly users for customer satisfaction.
“Houzz provides homeowners with an in-depth
view of building, remodeling and design professionals
and manufacturers through images of their work,
reviews and an opportunity to interact with them
directly in the Houzz community,” says Liza Hausman,
vice president of community for LaCantina. “We’re
delighted to recognize LaCantina Doors among our
‘Best Of’ professionals for exceptional customer service as judged by our community of homeowners and
design enthusiasts who are actively remodeling and
decorating their homes.”
“Exceptional customer service is our goal at
LaCantina Doors,” says Benjamin Woo, LaCantina’s
marketing director. “Being awarded ‘Best of Customer
Satisfaction’ is an honor and validates our efforts.”
“So far I’ve been getting a lot of good things from it,”
says David Covert, manager of sales and marketing for
Santa Ana, Calif.-based Southland Windows Inc. “I’ve
been getting a lot of good feedback from people; we’re
getting about 45 ideabook adds a day and we’ve only
been using it for a few months.”
“We are actually in the beginning stages with Houzz
and are very excited about the potential it has. As a
reseller of higher end door and window products as
well as a custom manufacture of these, it’s an excellent
opportunity to showcase our work,” says Scott Arnold,
president of Artistic Millwork in San Carlos, Calif.
The free profile offered by the site is attractive for
companies looking for low-maintenance advertising
options.
www.dwmmag.com

LaCantina Doors provided an example of a photo it uses on the
Houzz website. The company was awarded the Best of Houzz
2013 for Customer Service.
“I think we’re definitely getting exposure on there,”
says Covert. “Eventually these ideas will culminate; it’s
like planting a seed. We’ve been in business for 20 years
and never really done any advertising. We’re busier
now than we’ve been in years.”
“It became apparent a few months ago that clients
had been posting photos from their projects,” says
Arnold. “They had purchased materials from us and
were getting our name out without our prompting.”
The time and effort put into the site compared to the
results it garners is a no-brainer, Covert says.
“I personally spend about an hour a day, sometimes
two hours, so it’s definitely something I’ve nurtured.
It’s been really exciting to see the amount of response
we’ve gotten on there. Our core customers happen to
be in California, but we do a lot of work in Colorado. I
definitely think it’s the new LinkedIn or Facebook. It
allows homeowners to sit on their iPads and look at
photos and say ‘this is what I want’ as opposed to cutting out old magazine photos,” he adds.
“We have since posted a few custom solutions that
we have designed and built,” says Arnold. “That activity has resulted in hits to our website and obviously we
feel this is a positive thing. As this month progresses
and I have more time we will build our account on
Houzz to include more products and projects.”
Covert adds that the site allows for better real-time
project updates compared to the typical website portfolio.
“Our website is outdated; we’ve probably only got 30
pictures on our website; we have about 258 on Houzz.
It’s kind of given us a living webpage. I’ve taken photos
on a job and uploaded them [on the] same day to
Houzz, which is easier to do from the jobsite. I don’t
have to go the traditional route of loading images
through a webmaster onto our site.”
❙

FOCUS ON DEALERS

6. Link to Houzz on the company website.

Casey Neeley is the assistant editor of DWM/SHELTER magazine.
She can be reached at cneeley@glass.com.
March 2013
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Distributor News & Products

ACQUISITIONS

US LBM Acquires H & H

FOCUS ON DEALERS

US LBM Holdings LLC has
acquired the assets of H & H
Lumber Company of Superior, Wis.,
from second generation owner, Tim
Heytens. H&H serves the northern
Wisconsin and greater Duluth,
Minnesota markets providing
homebuilders, specialty contractors and professional remodelers
with a full-suite of building materials and services. The company
joins Lyman Lumber Company, a
US LBM division that is one of the
largest building material suppliers
in Minnesota and Wisconsin.
“Since my father founded the
business in 1969, H&H has dedicated itself to serving the construction
communities of Superior and
Duluth with high quality materials
and first-class service,” says
Heytens. “Partnering with US LBM
and Lyman brings the added

resources ensuring that our customers receive the same quality
and service that they have grown to
expect and deserve.”

SCREEN SYSTEMS

Fashion Pleats
LaCantina Doors, from San
Diego, Calif., has introduced its
pleated screen system, which it
calls a “truly integrated door frame
and screen system.”
Offering what the company calls
the largest single span insect
screen of its type, the new system is
the company’s most cost effective
solution for large horizontal openings. The system features a pleated
mesh design that allows a single
screen to span nearly 15 feet wide
while a double screen can accommodate an opening up to 29 feet, 6
inches wide.
Available in two options, the system provides a complete folding

door and screening system while the
retrofit pleated screen kit is available
for aftermarket installation.
❙❙➤ www.LaCantinaDoors.com

DOORS

Meet My Stainable Astragals
Therma-Tru®
Corp.,
the
Maumee, Ohio manufacturer of
entry doors, now offers a stainable
astragal for use in any Therma-Tru
grained double-door application.

COMPANY NEWS

ProVia Opens New Distribution Center
ProVia announced the
opening of its new 54,000
square foot door and window distribution center
located at its corporate
headquarters in Sugarcreek,
Ohio. It is the first phase of
an 112,000 square foot
building expansion that
began in 2012. This expansion is part of the company’s master facility plan to support long-term growth.
Work is underway to expand its entry door manufacturing capacities in 58,000
square feet of the building expansion. ProVia doors and windows are currently
being staged at the distribution center with plans to eventually cross-dock all
ProVia products there. Solar energy panels are being used at this and two other
production facilities as part of the company’s effort to lower energy costs.
The new distribution center is equipped with 16 loading docks that will alleviate congestion and streamline the loading process, allowing trucks to stay
parked until they are fully loaded.
“This addition is part of ProVia’s vision for the future,” says Brian Miller, president. “We’re optimistic about our industry and want to make sure that we are
doing all we can to be ready to provide our customers what they need, when
they need it. ProVia is expanding our product offerings, and this new addition
gives us room to manage and deliver them efficiently.”
36
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Available in three wood-grained
textures—oak, mahogany and fir—
to complement all Therma-Tru
grained fiberglass door systems as
well as home interiors, the stainable astragal is designed with highstrength aluminum. According to
the company, the wood-grained
textured vinyl wrap resists water
damage, bubbling, cracking, chipping and peeling and comes with a
with a five-year limited warranty.
The stainable astragal is premachined, which the company
indicates makes for easy attachment to the passive door and has
removable boot, trim and weatherstripping that allow for trimming
and finishing without masking.
❙❙➤ www.thermatru.com
❙
www.dwmmag.com
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Another innovation from

OU R NEW H I GH - P ERFORM ANC E
DOO R F RA ME SYSTEM
The remarkably innovative Soniplastics door frame system offers flexibility within a ready-to-assemble format.
This all-in-one solution includes all materials required to deliver a top-quality product.
Configured for standard-sized doors, integral provides a finished product that exceeds present-day building
norms. Better still, its design dovetails precisely with the Soniplastics line of window systems, resulting
in an overall superior exterior dressing.

SONIPLASTICS.COM
T 800 363 8513
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DOOR & WINDOW MARKET MAGAZINE

Meet the Members of the MMPA
Each year, DWM/Shelter magazine features its guide to the moulding and millwork industry with its annual guide to Moulding and Millwork Association (MMPA) members. For more
on the MMPA, see page 40. Whatever product you are looking for in this industry, MMPA
members have it covered.

MOULDING & MILLWORK

Alexander Moulding Mill
P: 254/386-3187

Lee Lumber &
Building Materials

Alexandria Moulding

www.leelumber.com

www.alexmo.com

Lianga Pacific

Apex Urethane Millwork

www.lianga.com

www.apexmillwork.net

LP Corp.

Araupel S.A.

www.lpcorp.com

www.araupel.com

Luvipol Doors Inc.

Barnett Millworks

www.luvipol.com

www.barnettmillworks.com

Best Moulding Corp.
www.bestmoulding.com

Bois Expansion Inc.
www.boisexpansion.com

BrasPine Maderias Ltda
www.braspine.com.br

Brenco LLC
www.brencollc.com

Bright Wood Corp.
www.brightwood.com

Cascade Wood Products Inc.
www.cascadewood.com

Classic Moulding & Millwork
www.classicmldg.com

Colonial Manufacturing Ltd.
P: 506/452-0330

Contact Industries Inc.
www.contactind.com

Custom Plywood Inc.
www.cpiplywood.com

East Coast Moulding
www.eastcoastmouldings.com

Endura Products Inc.
www.enduraproducts.com

Enrique R. Zeni & CIA S.A.
www.zeni.com.ar

FrameSaver LP
www.framesaver.com

Fypon
www.fypon.com

General Hardwood Company
www.generalhardwood.com

Gossen Corp.

www.meyermoulding.com

www.bertch.com

TLC Mouldings
P: 912/534-6363
www.tlcmouldings.com
See our ad on page 41.

Middle Tennessee
Lumber Company
www.middletennlumber.com

MJB Wood Group
www.mjbwood.com

Oregon Fir Millwork Inc.

Vi-Lux Mouldings Inc.

www.oregonfir.com

P: 866/281-6743
www.vi-lux.com

Pacific MDF Products
www.pactrim.com

Port-O-Lite
P: 603/352-3205

Produits Forestiers J.V.
www.moulure.com

Produits Matra Inc.
www.produitsmatra.com

Regal Custom Millwork
www.reellumber.com

Roland Boulanger & Company Ltd
www.boulanger.qc.ca

Royal Mouldings

www.sierrapacificind.com

Vi-Lux manufactures premium,
sustainable, competitively priced
exterior trim and mouldings that will
outlast any wood-based products.
Made of cellular PVC, our products
resist swelling, rotting, splitting and
are maintenance free.
See our ad on page 43.

Smith Millwork Inc.

Walker Lumber & Hardware

www.royalmouldings.com

Setzer Forest Products
www.setzerforest.com

Shawnee Woodwork Inc.
P: 785/354-1163

Sierra Pacific Industries
www.smithmillwork.com

Southwest Moulding Company
www.southwestmoulding.com

Sunset Moulding Company

www.walkerlumber.com

Woodgrain Millwork
www.woodgrain.com

Young Manufacturing Company

www.sunsetmoulding.com

www.youngmanufacturing.com

Lavrama S.A.

Tidewater Lumber
& Moulding Inc.

www.lavrama.com.br

Yuba River Moulding
& Millwork Inc.

www.tidewaterlumberinc.com

www.yubarivermoulding.com

www.gossencorp.com

38

Meyer Moulding & Millwork Inc.

Timbergate
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a system customized to monitor your data AND initiate
action based on YOUR Key Performance Indicators.
It’s like having a team of assistants working
behind the scenes 24 hours a day.

WoodWare

WorkFlow
WoodWare Systems WorkFlow is a
multi-dimensional tool giving you a
new level of control and flexibility....

Mass Customization available
only from WoodWare!

MONITORED EVENTS WorkFlow monitors pre-defined conditions in the
database, and triggers events when conditions are met. For example, WorkFlow is
set to monitor a ship date change in the order header. When a change is detected,
WorkFlow immediately emails the proper individuals with the customer name, phone
number, order number and new ship date.

SCHEDULED EVENTS

WorkFlow triggers events on a user-defined
schedule. For example, one or more times a day WorkFlow may scan certain types
of special order items to insure a purchase order has been placed. If not, WorkFlow
notifies the proper purchasing agent with the required information.

COMING IN SPRING

MULTI-PATH EVENT MANAGEMENT
WorkFlow manages multi-level tasks such as document approval flow for sales
orders, purchase orders, payables as well as work process flows requiring
review and actions.

w w w . w o o d w a r e s y s t e m s . c o m
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Subscribe

IMAGINE

For a demo on WoodWare, WoodWare’s Warehouse Management
System, Webconnect, DocXT Imaging System, Embedded Business
Intelligence/Analytics and other exciting WoodWare developments,
please give WoodWare Sales a call at (901) 763-3999.
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MOULDING THE FUTURE
kelli@wmmpa.com

All Inclusive Education
Moulding Companies Open their Doors
BY

KELLIE

MOULDING & MILLWORK

nformation, and how we gather
it to arm ourselves with the
knowledge necessary to make
informed business decisions, is key
in today’s economy. The members
of the Moulding and Millwork
Producers Association (MMPA)
have always been willing to sit
down with each other to share
information regarding manufacturing processes, plant operations and
market exploration. Recently, the
MMPA decided it was not enough
to collaborate with the competition. Having acknowledged there is
a need to expand the base from
which moulding and millwork
operations may draw the pertinent
information they require, the secondary manufacturers have opted
to pull up additional chairs to the
information table.

I

A New Model
The popular MMPA plant tours
move from region to region in North
America. This year, the plant tours
will be held in Sacramento, Calif.
Past plant tour programs were dedicated to MMPA members only, and
viewed as a benefit of membership.
The plant tour program consisted of
tours during the day topped off by a
networking event in the early
evening. This format has been
abandoned for 2013 to embrace an
open information sharing forum.
Going forward, the MMPA
membership desires to engage
sawmills, MDF panel producers,
PVC/polyurethane/polystyrene
suppliers, wholesalers, moulding
and millwork manufacturers, secondary manufacturing suppliers,
distributors, pre-hangers, pro dealers, retailers and home builders for
40
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SCHROEDER,

CMP,

the singular purpose of gaining
industry knowledge. Companies
connected to the moulding and
millwork realm on any level are
being invited to Sacramento to participate. The industrywide event
will afford all attendees access to
information from along the moulding and millwork supply channel
through to the end user.

Start Planning
The MMPA has turned to two of
its Sacramento area members to
bring this event to fruition. Cochairs John Morrison of Sunset
Moulding Company and Tom
Williams, Jr. of Yuba River Moulding
& Millwork are overseeing a strong
committee consisting of manufacturers, secondary manufacturing
suppliers, and distributors. The
blended make-up of this committee will ensure all attendees will
receive a return on their investment for their registration.
“An individual will gain greater
knowledge of our industry from a
eyes-on, hands-on point of view,”
says Williams. “Starting with the
Sawmill, through the remanufacturing and distribution system and
finally at final stage of implementation into the home. All tour participants will gain valuable industry
knowledge that would be very difficult to obtain otherwise then
through an event such as this.”
The
MMPA
Industrywide
Moulding and Millwork Event will
take place over the course of twoand-a-half days at Le Rivage Hotel
situated along the banks of the
Sacramento River near downtown
Sacramento. The program will feature three nights of industry speaker

>I

CAE

panels focused on the housing market, moulding and millwork markets,
raw material supply and distribution. Plant tours will be offered during the day to include: Pacific MDF
Products; Setzer Forest Products;
Sunset Moulding Company; and
Yuba River Moulding & Millwork.
Additional tour stops will include
new home construction, two distribution outfits, a pre-hanger and possible sawmill operation.
Product promotion networking
tabletops will be offered on two
evenings, occurring just before the
speaker panels, and will be segmented. The first tabletop night
will envelope raw material supply,
wholesalers and secondary manufacturing suppliers. The second
tabletop night will feature moulding and millwork manufacturers.
The dates of the event are
September 9-11, 2013. Attendees will
arrive on Monday, with the event
kicking off that evening with a welcome reception and the first speaking panel. On Tuesday morning, the
attendees will load into buses for the
first full day of plant tours. Late afternoon on Tuesday will consist of networking tabletops followed by the
second speaker panel. This format
will be repeated on Wednesday.
Evenings will be open for attendees
to fill as they wish.
Those companies interested in
securing a networking tabletop or
sponsorship package for this event
should contact Melissa Leal at
Melissa@wmmpa.com for further
information.
❙
Kellie Schroeder is executive director of
the Moulding and Millwork Producers
Association.
www.dwmmag.com
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AN EXPRESSION
OF YOUR

LIFESTYLE
TLC
Mouldings
manufactures quality primed
LDF and MDF Mouldings and
boards, as well as raw ripped
boards. Contact your local
distributor to find out how you
can get Harmony mouldings
for your next project.

Harmony
Mouldings
Harmony mouldings are
produced right here in the USA
giving you shorter lead times
and supporting our domestic
economy.

Manufacturing
Facility:
1554 Springhead Church Road
Willacoochee, GA 31650
866-653-4852
fax:912-534-5010
www.tlcmouldings.com
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GUEST COLUMN
Melissa.Monchilovich@quanex.com

A New Outlook on an Old Tradition
New Opportunities for Architectural Moulding Suppliers
BY

MOULDING & MILLWORK

oes style matter? All you have
to do is turn on any one of the
seemingly endless array of
home design shows to realize that
consumer design preferences have
changed dramatically in recent
years. More than likely, you will hear
discerning homebuyers speak lustfully about open floor plans, natural
light, granite countertops and open
and airy spaces. They also want
high-end finishes, custom spaces
and homes with character that
reflect their personalities.
What you are seeing on TV is a
pretty accurate reflection of reality.
Recent studies indicate that design
ranks high in importance in the
homebuyers decision making
process; in some cases, it’s more
important than price. Whether it’s a
product of do-it-yourself television
or just the natural order of progress,
Americans are becoming less
accepting of cookie-cutter homes

D

MELISSA

MONCHILOVICH

and more fixated on the details.
So the simple answer is yes, style
does matter. And, those, including
moulding and millwork providers,
who offer products that allow consumers to ‘put their stamp’ on a
space, stand to profit.

Achieving a Custom Look
As we all know, wood is the most
prevalent material in the construction of any home – and it hasn’t
waned in popularity. From cabinetry to flooring, and everything in
between, wood continues to be a
material sought-after for its natural
elegance and conveyance of highend style. Yet, wood is not exempt
from the discerning tastes of
today’s homeowners and it needs
to evolve to stay relevant.
Simply put; no one wants what
their neighbor already has.
Consumers, especially in these
higher end markets, are no longer

Homeowners are focused on style as evidenced by the features chosen for this home.
42
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satisfied choosing from a small
pool of standard, cookie-cutter
products. When it comes to wood,
they want more colors, more finishes, more species, more profiles and
more options. They want more
ways to add character and style to
their homes. They don’t want to feel
limited, and they shouldn’t have to.

More Options; More Share
To be successful, manufacturers
and distributors of architectural
mouldings must differentiate themselves by partnering with suppliers
that focus keenly on consumer
trends while delivering the options
they desire, including a wide variety
of standard and customizable profiles, an array of pre-finished colors
and a broad selection of wood
species. Exotic hardwoods and less
popular domestics species, such as
ash, elm, beech, yellow birch and
red birch, can provide that extra
dash of style homeowners are after.
If consumer trends are not
enough of a motivator to expand a
product portfolio, perhaps economics will be. According to the
Freedonia Group’s 2012 “Molding
and Trim” report, U.S. demand for
these products is expected to rise
nearly 11 percent by 2016.
If you aren’t offering the widest
possible selection of architectural
mouldings, your competition will.
In the end, the more options you
can provide, the more poised you
will be for growth.
How many species do you currently offer?
❙
Melissa Monchilovich is a moulding
account manager for Quanex Building
Products.
www.dwmmag.com
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Cellular PVC Mouldings and Trim

PRODUCTS MADE TO
STAND THE TEST OF TIME.

When faced with rain, corrosive sea air, extreme temperatures, harsh sunlight and insect infestation,
Vi-Lux mouldings and trim are up to the challenge. Vi-Lux manufactures premium, sustainable, and
competitively-priced products that will outlast any wood-based product. Made of cellular PVC, our products
resist swelling, rotting and splitting. They are simple to cut, drill, and bend to fit curved applications.
And unlike wood, they are 70% more energy efficient. If you’re looking for quality, service and value, look no
further than Vi-Lux mouldings & trim. Products made to stand the test of time.

QUALITY. SERVICE. VALUE. THE RELIABLE CHOICE.
Visit us online at www.vi-lux.com or call 1-866-281-6743
At Vi-Lux we’re proud of our commitment
to the environment and sustainability.
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M&M News and Products
ACQUISITIONS

Roland Boulanger Acquires
Produits Forestiers J.V. Inc.
MOULDING & MILLWORK

oland Boulanger & Co. Ltd.,
based in Warwick, Quebec,
has acquired the assets of
Produits Forestiers J.V. Inc., a manufacturer and distributor of wood
mouldings and components. The
company has 75 employees working in two plants and annual revenues of $14 million distributed
between Quebec and Ontario.
“This transaction will allow
Boulanger to maximize its sawing
and drying operations while
remaining competitive in international sourcing,” says Alexis
Boulanger, president and CEO of
the Boulanger Group. Roland
Boulanger & Co. manufactures
wood mouldings and components
and also distributes several product lines, and has 450 employees
working in seven locations.
Produits Forestiers J.V. will oper-

R

ate independently and continue to
serve its existing customer base.
Vincent Veilleux will remain in his
current position of general manager and will join the Boulanger
Group’s management team.

MOULDING AND
MILLWORK PRODUCTS

Look at Them Grilles
Ohio-based Creative Millwork
provides up to 10 standard grill colors – and an unlimited number of
custom colors – on a variety of substrates, including pine, extruded cellular PVC, extruded aluminum and
CNC-profiled aluminum. It now
offers them with a solar reflective
coating variation by SherwinWilliams – Polane SR. According to
company information, Creative
Millwork tested Polane SR and found
it to work extremely well on PVC, sig-

AWARDS

Perennial Wood Wins a
2012 Good Design Award
Perennial Wood won a 2012 Good Design Award in the building
products/materials category from the Chicago Athenaeum: Museum of
Architecture and Design and The European Centre for Architect, Art, Design and
Urban Studies. The Good Design program for design excellence was launched in
1950 and covers new consumer products designed and manufactured in Europe,
Asia, Africa, and North and South America.
Made by Eastman Chemical Company in Kingsport, Tenn., Perennial Wood is
real wood modified through TruLast Technology to resist changes from moisture
and remain dimensionally stable. According to the company it is three times
more stable than unmodified wood, which the company says makes it suitable
for nearly any exterior construction application.
The product is available to manufacturers for use in their products such as
doors and windows.
Perennial Wood is made from U.S. Southern pine and is processed and finished
in the U.S. According to an Eastman Chemical press release, TruLast Technology
leaves no toxic substances within the wood, delivering peace of mind to homeowners. The company says TruLast Technology permanently modifies the wood, providing a physical barrier throughout to protect against rot, decay and movement.
❙❙➤ www.perennialwood.com
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nificantly reducing any design concerns of solar heat gain and any corresponding thermal expansion.
While it says darker colors are
usually special order items, the
company settled on Polane SR as its
standard finish and says doing so
reduced inventory costs on the finishing materials it must carry for
more than 400 colors.
Creative Millwork president
Mark Estock estimates that color
matching for new products can be
accomplished in three to four days,
and, in an emergency, within a day.
The company estimates that its
current color palate includes more
than 400 colors.
❙❙➤ www.creativemillwork.com

Partnering for Quality
Lamboo Inc. of Springfield, Ill.,
and Attica Millwork Inc. of Attica,
N.Y., recently announced their
partnership,
through
which
Lamboo is supplying Attica with its
Lamboo Design series.
According to the release, through
this partnership with Attica,
Lamboo seeks to combine highperformance bamboo products
with the most advanced engineered system in the market today.
❙❙➤ www.lamboo.us

ENVIRONMENTAL NEWS

CertainTeed Publishes
Life Cycle Assessment
CertainTeed Corp. has made an
independent life cycle assessment
(LCA) for its Restoration Millwork®
exterior product line available.
Published through the Building for
Environmental and Economic
Sustainability (BEES) program, the
LCA is the first and only cellular
www.dwmmag.com
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polyvinyl chloride (PVC) exterior
trim manufacturer to do so, according to the company.
Administered by Sustainable
Solutions Corp. of Royersford, Pa.,
the LCA included a cradle-tograve review of raw material
acquisition,
manufacturing,
transportation and distribution,
installation, use, maintenance
and end-of-life recycling and final
disposal. To provide full transparency and availability, the LCA
was submitted to the BEES database for independent review and
publication.
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SOCIAL MEDIA

Alexandria Moulding
Dives into Social Media
Alexandria
Moulding
has
launched a social media program to
provide information and education
for both customers and consumers.
“A growing majority of our clients
and consumers are using these platforms and we want to be in that
space with them,” says Marianne
Thompson, vice president of sales
and marketing. “It’s becoming an
important way to communicate with
our customers and consumers.”
According to the announcement,
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one of the major
draws to social
media for home
i m p rove m e n t
industry suppliers is the speed
with
which
information and
content can be
transmitted and
shared with customers and consumers. For example, the company is now distributing content to those who sign up to
follow them via Facebook or other
social media platforms.
❙
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Pictured above:
A variety of corner cuts, glass
surrounds and window stand
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Ones to Watch

PROMOTIONS

THV Announces
Personnel Changes
THV Compozit Windows & Doors,
based in Louisville, Ky., announced
some recent personnel changes.
Steve Hoffman has
been promoted to
general manager of
the Mandan, N.D.,
manufacturing facility. Hoffman has been
with the company Steve
since September 2010 Hoffman
as recruiter and safety
administrator.
Wendy Vannurden
has been promoted to
customer service manager. The company
says she has been an
integral member of the
THV Compozit cusWendy
Vannurden tomer service team for
almost six years.
Ryan Grigsby has
joined THV as purchasing manager. His
background in management
includes
sourcing and managing contracts and pur- Ryan
chases with suppliers. Grigsby

NEW HIRES

Quanex Names New Leader
for Door and Window Systems
Houston-based Quanex Building
Products Corp. has hired Thomas
Herriges to serve as general manager

of its door and window systems business. Herriges will oversee all of the
company’s door and window system
sales, and will report to Quanex president and CEO David Petratis.
Herriges previously served as
director
of
operations
for
Honeywell International/Autolite
LLC and as manufacturing and
supply chain manager for 3M
manufacturing and supply chain
services. He graduated from the
University of Minnesota with a
bachelor’s degree in mechanical
engineering and earned his master’s degree in business administration from the Paul Merage
School of Business at the
University of California, Irvine.

Chelsea Building
Products Hires Engineer
Sam Huda has
joined
Chelsea
Building Products as
business
development engineer. Huda
will be responsible for
research and develop- Sam
ment (R&D) efforts Huda
for developing new
raw materials and work with
product enginee ring on new
building products.
Huda specializes in formulations,
product certifications and R&D. He
holds a degree in textile science
from Dundee College of Technology
at the University of Abertay in
Dundee, Scotland, and a bachelor

REORGANIZATIONS

Ventana Reorganizes Sales Team

Andrew
Rodriguez
46

Ventana USA announced a reorganization of its
sales team to service its customers and prospects more
effectively. Kevin Reilly and Andrew Rodriguez have
been appointed regional sales managers. Reilly will
focus on the central and western U.S., Rodriguez will
concentrate on the eastern U.S. Reilly has been with
Ventana for more than eight years, Rodriguez for Kevin
almost two years. Prior to joining Ventana, both men Reilly
were involved in the building products industry.

Door & Window Market
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of science from the University of
Rajshahi in Bangladesh with concentrations in chemistry, physics
and mathematics.
Huda previously has held positions at James Hardie, Certainteed
Corp., Johns Manville and Royal
Group.

Grayson Group to
Represent EuGenie in U.S.
EuGenie, a North
American machinery
manufacturer of door
and door jamb equipment located in Quebec,
announced that Amber
Grayson, of Grayson
Amber
Group
Sales
and
Grayson
Marketing, will serve as
the company’s first regional sales
representative in the United States.
The company aims to expand its
reach in the U.S., and the addition of
Grayson will allow the company to
service these customers.
The territory primarily being
covered by Grayson include the
states in the mid-section of the U.S.

Azon Adds
Representation in the West
Azon now has two representative
firms for expanded supply, service
and coverage of the western United
States.
Gold River Sales in Gold River,
Calif., operated by Steve Kobely,
offers a range of related products to
the fenestration industry and represents Azon in California, Nevada,
Arizona and New Mexico. Kobely
has been in the industry for more
than 30 years and will warehouse
the Azon warm-edge spacer products in northern California.
Atlas Supply (headquarters in
Seattle, Wash.,) and Tony Mazza,
who heads up its fenestration group,
represents Azon in Washington,
Oregon, Idaho, Montana, Wyoming,
Utah and Colorado.
❙
www.dwmmag.com
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October 31, 2013
Renaissance Schaumburg Convention Center Hotel
Chicago (Schaumburg), Ill.
DOOR & WINDOW MARKET MAGAZINE

Sponsored by DWM magazine
For more information visit
www.dwmmag.com/feneday
or call 540/720-5584

Sessions for
dealers &
manufacturers!

Registration to attend is now open! www.dwmmag.com/feneday/register
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NowShowing
CALENDAR OF EVENTS

March 18-20, 2013
WDMA Spring Meeting
& Legislative Conference
Sponsored by WDMA
Crystal City Marriott
Arlington, Va.
❙❙➤ www.wdma.com

April18-19 2013
North American Wood
Window and Door Symposium
Sponsored by the Forest Products Society
Radisson Hotel Roseville
Roseville, MN
❙❙➤ www.forestprod.org/
wooddoorsymposium

June 4-6 2013
Window and Door Manufacturers
Association Technical Conference
Sponsored by the WDMA
Milwaukee, WI
❙❙➤ www.wdma.com

June 9-12, 2013
AAMA National
Summer Conference
Sponsored by AAMA
Hyatt Regency O’Hare

Rosemont, Ill.
❙❙➤ www.aamanet.org

July 24-27, 2013
AWFS Fair
Sponsored by Association of
Woodworking & Furnishings Suppliers
Las Vegas Convention Center
Las Vegas
❙❙➤ www.awfsfair.org

October 16-18, 2013
Remodeling Show
McCormick Place, Chicago
❙❙➤ www.remodelingshow.com

October 27-30, 2013
AAMA National Fall Conference
Sponsored by AAMA
Marriott Waterfront
Baltimore, Md.
❙❙➤ www.aamanet.org

September 10-12, 2013
GlassBuild America
Georgia World Congress Center
Atlanta

October 31, 2013
Fenestration Day™ 2013
Sponsored by DWM Magazine
Renaissance Schaumburg Convention
Center Hotel
Schaumburg, Ill.

❙❙➤ www.glassbuildamerica.com

September 9-11
MMPA Industrywide
Moulding and Millwork Event
Sponsored by the Moulding and
Millwork Producers Association
Le Rivage Hotel
Sacramento, CA

❙❙➤ www.dwmmag.com/feneday

❙❙➤ www.wmmpa.com

To submit events for the calendar
email ttaffera@glass.com

November 3-7, 2013
Association of
Millwork Distributors
Annual Conference
Sponsored by AMD
Cobb Galleria Convention Center
Atlanta
❙❙➤www.amdweb.com

❙
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Association of Millwork Distributors
Billco Manufacturing
Cardinal IG
Evotech Industrial Coatings
Fenetech Inc.
Fenestration Day™ 2013
GED Integrated Solutions
GM Wood Products
Household Metals Inc.
Lawrence Industries Inc.
Lisec
Prodim
Quanex Building Products
Roto North America
Royal Building Products
SmithCase
Soniplastics
Strybuc Industries
Sturtz Machinery Inc.
TLC Mouldings
Truth Hardware
Vi-Lux
WoodWare Systems

Phone
727/372-3665
724/452-7390
952/935-1722
450/670-5888
330/995-2830
540/720-5584
330/963-5401
800/530-9211
800/343-2610
336/474-6754
866/547-3226
888/229-3328
713/961-4600
800/243-0893
866/852-2791
855/774-7974
800/363-8513
800/352-0800
330/405-0444
866/653-4852
800/866-7884
866/281-6743
901/763-3999

Fax
727/372-2879
724/453-2330
952/935-5538
800/561-7089
330/562-8688
540/720-5687
330/963-0584
231/652-3166
215/634-2292
336/476-6101
952/641-9933
772/465-8700
713/877-5333
860/526-8390
905/264-3750
336/774-7949
450/449-6001
610/534-3201
330/405-0445
912/534-5010
507/451-5655
613/354-6589
901/763-4064

Web Address
www.AMDweb.com
www.billco-mfg.com
www.cardinalcorp.com
www.evotechind.com
www.fenetech.com
www.dwmmag.com/feneday
www.gedusa.com
www.gmcompanies.com
www.hmidoors.com
www.lawrenceindustriesinc.com
www.lisec.com
www.prodim-systems.com
www.quanex.com
www.rotohardware.com
www.royalbuildingproducts.com
www.smithcase.com
www.soniplastics.com
www.strybuc.com
www.sturtz.com
www.tlcmouldings.com
www.truth.com
www.vi-lux.com
www.woodwaresystems.com

For more information on these companies’ products, visit http://products.dwmmag.com.
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Architectural Glass
Bent/Curved
Precision Glass Bending Corp.
P.O. Box 1970,
3811 Hwy. 10 West
Greenwood, AR 72936
800/543-8796
fax: 479/996-8962
www.e-bentglass.com
sales@e-bentglass.com
Door & Window
Machinery/Equipment
Erdman Automation Corp.
1603 South 14th Street
Princeton, MN 55371
763/389-9475
fax: 763/389-9757
www.erdmanautomation.com
Global Sales Group, L.L.C.
PO Box 1835
Chico, CA 95927
877/474-5521
fax: 530/893-2244
www.globalsalesgroupllc.com
Stürtz Machinery, Inc.
1910 Summit Commerce Park
Twinsburg, OH 44087
330/405-0444
fax: 330/405-0445
www.sturtz.com
info@sturtz.com
Multiprocessing
Stürtz Machinery, Inc.
1910 Summit Commerce Park
Twinsburg, OH 44087
330/405-0444
fax: 330/405-0445
www.sturtz.com
info@sturtz.com
Saws
Stürtz Machinery, Inc.
1910 Summit Commerce Park
Twinsburg, OH 44087
330/405-0444
fax: 330/405-0445
www.sturtz.com
info@sturtz.com
50
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Saws, Cut-Off
Stürtz Machinery, Inc.
1910 Summit Commerce Park
Twinsburg, OH 44087
330/405-0444
fax: 330/405-0445
www.sturtz.com
info@sturtz.com
Saws, Double-Miter
Stürtz Machinery, Inc.
1910 Summit Commerce Park
Twinsburg, OH 44087
330/405-0444
fax: 330/405-0445
www.sturtz.com
info@sturtz.com
Vinyl Fabrication
Equipment
GED Integrated Solutions
9280 Dutton Drive
Twinsburg, OH 44087
330/963-5401
fax: 330/963-0584
www.gedusa.com
Vinyl Welders
Stürtz Machinery, Inc.
1910 Summit Commerce Park
Twinsburg, OH 44087
330/405-0444
fax: 330/405-0445
www.sturtz.com
info@sturtz.com
Door Hardware &
Related Products
Amesbury
57 Hunt Road
Amesbury, MA 01913
800/217-5757
fax: 800/289-6699
www.amesbury.com
Strybuc Industries
2006 Elmwood Ave.
Suite 102C
Sharon Hills, PA 19079
800/352-0800
fax: 610/534-3202
www.strybuc.com

Truth Hardware
700 West Bridge St.
Owatonna, MN 55060
800/866-7884
fax: 507/451-5655
www.truth.com
truthsal@truth.com
Doors
Tru Tech Doors
20 Vaughan Valley Blvd.
Vaughan, ONT L4H 0B1
Canada
905/856-0096
fax: 905/856-2096
www.trutechdoors.com
info@trutechdoors.com
Fire-Rated Doors
SAFTI FIRST Fire
Rated Glazing Solutions
325 Newhall Street
San Francisco, CA 94124
888/653-3333
fax: 888/653-4444
www.safti.com
info@safti.com
Patio Doors
Panda Windows
& Doors, LLC
3415 Bellington Rd.
N. Las Vegas, NV 89030
702/643-5700
fax: 702/643-5715
Insulating Glass &
Related Products
Connectors
EDUARD KRONENBERG
GmbH “EK”
Dingshauser Str. 6-10
42655 Solingen, Germany
+49 (0)212/222 88-0
fax: +49 (0)212/222 88-999
www.kronenberg-eduard.de
info@kronenberg-eduard.de

>I

Spacers
Quanex Building Products
800 Cochran Ave.
Cambridge, OH 43725
740/439-2338
fax: 740/439-0121
www.edgetechig.com
Insulating Glass
Machinery & Equipment
GED Integrated Solutions
9280 Dutton Drive
Twinsburg, OH 44087
330/963-5401
fax: 330/963-0584
www.gedusa.com
Spacers
McKeegan Equip. & Supply
8411 Ronda Drive
Canton, MI 48187
734/459-5870
fax: 734/459-9837
www.mckeeganequip.com
Quanex Building Products
800 Cochran Ave.
Cambridge, OH 43725
740/439-2338
fax: 740/439-0121
www.edgetechig.com
Software
PMC Software Inc.
Bartles Corner Business Park
8 Bartles Corner Rd., Ste. 11
Flemington, NJ 08822
908/806-7824
fax: 908/806-3951
www.pmcsoftware.com
Jobber/Distribution
DMSi Software
17002 Marcy St., Ste. 200
Omaha, NE 68118
402/330-6620 Ext. 142
fax: 402/330-6737
www.dmsi.com
dmsi@dmsi.com
www.dwmmag.com
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Industry Services
Ponderosa Software
36 Thurber Blvd.
Smithfield, RI 02917
800/422-4782
fax: 401/232-7778
www.caisoft.com/ponderosa
info@caisoft.com

Window Hardware
Strybuc Industries
2006 Elmwood Ave.,
Suite 102C
Sharon Hills, PA 19079
800/352-0800
fax: 610/534-3202
www.strybuc.com

WoodWare Systems
8304 Macon Terrace Road
Cordova, TN 38018
901/763-3999
fax: 901/763-4064
www.woodwaresystems.com

Truth Hardware
700 West Bridge St.
Owatonna, MN 55060
800/866-7884
fax: 507/451-5655
www.truth.com
truthsal@truth.com

Window Components
Truth Hardware
700 West Bridge St.
Owatonna, MN 55060
800/866-7884
fax: 507/451-5655
www.truth.com
truthsal@truth.com

Vision Industries
500 Metuchen Road
South Plainfield NJ 07080
800/220-4756
Fax 800/294-0743
www.visionhardware.com
sales@visionhardware.com

Window Hardware &
Related Products
Amesbury
57 Hunt Road
Amesbury, MA 01913
800/217-5757
fax: 800/289-6699
www.amesbury.com

Windows
Vinyl Windows
Rehau Corporation
1501 Edwards Ferry Rd., NE
Leesburg, VA 20176
703/777-5255
Fax: 703/777-3053
rehau.mailbox@rehau.com
na.rehau.com
❙

To place your Supplier’s Guide listing,
please contact Tina Czar at tczar@glass.com
or phone 540/602-3261. Listings start at
$395 and run for an entire year.
DEADLINE FOR THE MAY
ISSUE IS MARCH 28, 2013.

Order custom reprints

DWM custom reprints are a great way to publicize your
company and its products and services. For more information contact the Digital Media Services department at
dms@glass.com.
www.dwmmag.com

CUSTOM PROFILE EXTRUSIONS
You’re probably paying too much if you’re buying some
place else! Call us and start saving money!
Free tooling for large volumes.
508/587-2290 sales@creativeET.com
The Industry Standard Since 1950

To place your classified listing, please contact
Janeen Mulligan at 540/602-3255,
or email jmulligan@glass.com.

Check out DWM’s
Specialized Sites

For everything energy related, check
out e-green at dwmmag.com/e-green.
The site is sponsored by Quanex.

And for all the insulating glass
news, check out www.dwmmag.com/ig.
The site is sponsored by IGMA.
March 2013
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Industry Indices
REMODELING NEWS

Nothing’s Stopping Remodeling Growth
Leading Indicator of Remodeling Activity - Fourth Quarter 2012 Remodeling Growth
Indicators
Growth indicators in the last
quarter of 2012 include:
• Current business conditions up
2.1 percent since last quarter.
• Number of inquiries up 3.9
percent since last quarter.
• Requests for bids up 3.7 percent since last quarter.
• Conversion of bids to jobs up
3.5 percent since last quarter.
• Value of jobs sold is up 4.3 percent since last quarter.
Source: Joint Center for Housing Studies

wo major remodeling indices
have construction professionals getting giddy with optimism.
All signs point to a strong rebound
for home improvement activity in
2013, according to the Leading
Indicator of Remodeling Activity
(LIRA) released by the Remodeling
Futures Program at the Joint Center
for Housing Studies of Harvard
University (see chart). Robust

T

spending in the second half of 2012
suggests the remodeling recovery is
already underway, and the LIRA
projects
annual
homeowner
improvement spending will see
accelerating double-digit growth
through the third quarter of 2013.
Data gathered by the National
Association of the Remodeling
Industry (NARI) is also up.
The association’s fourth-quarter

AAMA, WDMA Update Their Forecast
The American Architectural Manufacturers Association (AAMA) and the
Window and Door Manufacturers Association (WDMA) have released a joint
December 2012 update to the 2011/2012 U.S. Industry Statistical Review and
Forecast. And it’s good news for the industry.
New residential construction activity for 2012 is expected to close at
818,000 units, a 23.9-percent improvement as compared to 2011 and slightly
better than forecasted last August. Most of this improvement is attributed to
multi-family starts, according to the report. The study forecasts similar
improvement for 2013, and continues to predict an even stronger 31-percent
new residential construction improvement for 2014 over 2013. Existing home
sales are expected to end at 4.7 million units in 2012, slightly better than
originally forecast.
New residential construction activity: Up 23.9 percent from 2011.
Future growth: Residential construction is expected to jump 31 percent
in 2014, over 2013.
Home sales: 4.7 million units projected for end of 2012.
52
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Source: NARI

Remodeling Business Pulse data of
current and future remodeling
business conditions has experienced significant growth across all
indicators (see box at top). Twothirds of remodelers forecasted the
next three months positively, and
the rating jumped 13.1 percent
from last quarter.
Drivers of this positive outlook
continue to be postponement of
projects (81 percent reporting) and
the improvement of home prices (51
percent reporting).

Fifty Plus

All 50 States are represented in the
latest Improving Markets Index for
February, according to the National
Association of Home Builders. This is
up from 242 markets listed as
improving in January, and includes
entrants from all 50 states and the
District of the Columbia.
❙
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RoBo-Sync

TM

Integrated Lock/Tilt Hardware
RoBo-Sync Technology allows
Customers to Easily Lock, Unlock,
and Retract Tilt Latches with
One Control Point.

Fits Most Existing Profiles
Use Existing Fabrications
Use Existing Keeper Setups
Gear Driven Quality
Lifetime Warranty
Install Video on Website

1 Size Fits All Tie Bars
Self Locating Lock
Marine Grade Composites
No Lead, No Dust, No Rust!
Patent Pending

We Don’t Take Siesta’s,
We Don’t Celebrate Chinese New Year
We Make Hardware, Son
in the USA

Safe 4 Kids
TM

TM

BioMaxx

Lawrence
Industries, Inc

www.lawrenceindustriesinc.com
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The Natural Solution
for Rot-Free Door Systems
DURA-FRAME™ is: Alaskan Yellow
Cypress, one of the planet’s most
durable rot resistant woods, finger
jointed to the bottom of a premium
pine frame component.
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The Next Generation of High
Performance Door Frames.
DURA-TECH is a 12 mil rigid PVC film
bonded with permanent waterproof
exterior polyurethane glue to our
lifetime rot resistant Dura-Frame
substrate system.

s Mull Casing
s Custom
Components

www.gmcompanies.com

Premium Stain-Grade
Door Components
s
s
s
s
s
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Worry-Free
Composite Frames
DURA-PLAST is a poly-fiber door-frame
system that combines all the strength
and convenience of wood with enhanced
properties that make it moisture, rot, and
insect resistant.
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Energy & Environmental News
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GOVERNMENT

EPA and DOE Crank out
Programs and Projects
he Environmental Protection
Agency
(EPA)
and
the
Department of Energy have
been busy in the past several
months making a bevy of
announcements related to energy
saving projects and programs—as
well as to forthcoming changes to
Energy Star. Let’s take a look at the
latest projects and research.

T

What it Takes to be
the “Most Efficient”
EPA has released the final recognition criteria for Energy Star’s
“Most Efficient” program for 11
product categories, including win-

dows. Regarding windows, savings
vary by climate, house construction
and number and type of windows
replaced, according to the EPA.
EPA says it received limited comments on the proposed criteria distributed on September 14, 2012,
with the majority related to windows. In general, commenters were
supportive of the 2013 proposals.
In response to these comments
and further analysis, the final criteria for windows reflect the following changes, according to the EPA:
• Removal
of
the
Visible
Transmittance (VT) minimum
for all zones as this criterion did

CODES AND STANDARDS

Updated National Green
Building Standard Debuts
Builders, remodelers, product manufacturers and other industry professionals
received their first expanded look into a brand-new edition of the
ICC(International Code Council) 700 National Green Building Standard (NGBS)
during “Green Day” at the International Builders’ Show in Las Vegas in January.
First published in 2009, NGBS forms the basis of many local and national programs and allows builders to certify new homes and remodeling projects that
meet established criteria in energy efficiency, water and resource conservation,
indoor air quality, lot and site development and homeowner education. The
updated edition–the only green building rating system for residential construction approved by the American National Standards Institute (ANSI)–raises the
bar for energy-efficiency requirements and revolutionizes the treatment of renovations and remodeling projects.
Attendees received a detailed briefing on the updated NGBS, which was
approved earlier this month, at a special session on the exhibit floor. “The new
edition of the standard brings a minimum 15 percent increase in energy efficiency,” said Dominic Sims, chief operating officer of the ICC, which partnered
with NAHB on its development. “Consumers understand that this level of
improvement will deliver real savings over time.”
Changes include referencing the 2009 International Energy Conservation
Code (the earlier edition referenced the 2006 code) as the baseline to exceed in
energy efficiency, completely revised and expanded criteria for remodeling that
makes it possible to certify kitchen, bathroom and basement renovations and
additions under 400 feet, and incentives for choosing lots in green communities.
2
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not provide a consistent basis for
comparison;
• Addition of a Solar Heat Gain
Coefficient (SHGC) minimum of
0.20 in the Northern Zone, as an
alternative to VT criterion. This
criterion aligns with the Natural
Resources Canada Energy Star
Most Efficient 2013 program for
windows;
• Reduction of the maximum SHGC
levels in the Southern and SouthCentral Zones to 0.25 to harmonize with the 2012 International
Energy Conservation Code (IECC)
and the Draft 1 Version 6.0 Energy
Star Windows, Doors, and
Skylights specification; and
• Clarification of the certification
requirements
for
North
America
Fenestration
Standard/Specification (NAFS)
to ensure all certification bodies meet the same Standards.
Doors, skylights, tubular daylighting devices and dynamic window products are not eligible for
recognition in 2013 but may be
considered in the future.
For window products, partners
will need to apply for recognition in
order for the EPA to verify that a
product meets the recognition criteria outlined above. At a minimum, partners will need to submit
the product’s National Fenestration
Rating Council Certified Products
Directory Number, evidence of
NAFS certification and test reports
indicating a performance grade of
15 or better.
Once EPA has confirmed product eligibility for recognition, the
Energy Star Most Efficient 2013
designation will be provided along
with usage guidelines.
www.dwmmag.com
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Find it Fast with
Product Finder
The EPA announced the deployment of a new product finder system for providing consumers, partners and interested third parties
with greater access to Energy Star
products. The system is built off of
existing Energy Star information,
providing consumers with an easily-accessible, user-friendly search
tool, as well as providing utilities,
retailers and others with advanced
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search capabilities.
The first phase of this launch
includes clothes washers and cordless phones, but the EPA says it
plans to have the new product finder up and running for all product
categories by mid-2013.
EPA says the backbone of this
system is a database that is populated with product information
provided by EPA-recognized certification bodies (CBs) via an XMLbased transfer. The new system
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will display the same product
attributes as those that appear on
the current qualified product lists,
but it will allow manufacturers to
provide additional identifying
information for models such as
SKUs, UPC codes and retail model
numbers. These can be provided
by CBs to make it easier for consumers to find Energy Star products. In addition, this system
allows EPA to update lists of products nearly daily.

DOE Considers Funding of Program for Attachment Systems
The DOE is requesting information
and feedback from those interested in
working on energy rating and labeling
efforts for fenestration attachment
products. The work on the possible
efforts is being conducted by the
DOE’s Building Technologies Program
(BTP) Emerging Technologies Unit.
The goal of the rating and labeling
program “is to encourage the development and purchase of more energyefficient and affordable window
attachment products,” according to
the announcement.
“BTP anticipates that the fenestration attachment energy rating and
labeling effort will develop certification
standards for interior, between glazing,
and exterior fenestration attachments,
not attached to the fenestration at
point of manufacture, for use in residential and commercial buildings,”
writes BTP. “Attachment products to be
rated and labeled include blinds, shades,
shutters, storm panels and awnings.”
The report points out that this program would be separate from the currently existing fenestration rating
programs.
“BTP does not intend for the certifiwww.dwmmag.com

cation and rating program to replicate
the efforts of existing nationally recognized fenestration rating organizations.
These ratings and labels are anticipated
to provide end users with useful product comparison criteria when selecting
fenestration attachments for specific
applications and are expected to
increase sales and market share of
energy efficient fenestration attachments,” writes BTP. “The energy performance data on the label and in the
certified product database is anticipated to also enable fenestration attachment performance to be accurately
simulated in state-of-the-art building
design and energy modeling software.”
In addition to the labeling program,
BTP intends to “develop and maintain
an electronic database of fenestration
attachment product performance data
that is publicly accessible. The database will enable improved understanding of fenestration attachment energy
performance by publishing metrics
such as U-factor, SHGC and VT.”
According to the announcement,
DOE expects to contribute up to $1.4
million to the organization that oversees the project over a four-year period.

“The selected organization will be
required to provide a business plan for
achieving self-sufficiency within four
years, including how it plans to supplement cost share funding with membership fees, program participation fees,
etc.,” reads the announcement.
Among the feedback DOE is seeking
are questions such as the following:
• “Are there any attachment products
that have not been mentioned in
this request for information and
that should be considered?;
• Should the proposed Fenestration
Attachment
Rating
and
Certification Agency support rating
and certification of both residential
and commercial products?;
• What is the appropriate prioritization of rating certification procedures and programs to achieve the
overall stated goals?; [and]
• What are the most likely organizational barriers or conflicts between
stakeholders that may arise, and
what solutions should DOE consider?
Any questions about the recent
announcement from DOE should be
emailed to BTPFenCert@go.doe.gov
with the subject line “Question.”
❙
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